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ABSTRACT 
A time-dependent, hemispheric, primitive-equation numerical model 
is constructed to test Hines' (1974) hypothesis that solar variations 
induce changes in the distributions of basic state variables at high 
levels in the atmosphere, and thus induce changes in planetary-scale 
wave structure at lower atmospheric levels. This mechanism was proposed 
to explain apparent atmospheric responses to solar activity. The changes 
are brought about by a diabatic heat source in the mesosphere or lower 
thermosphere. This is taken to be a simple representation of Joule 
dissipat ive heating in the atmosphere. iole concern ourselves here with 
induced changes of the basic state zonal wind field. 
Sensitivity studies reveal that planetary-scale wave structure is 
sensitive to the assumed initial basic state zonal wind distribution. 
The stratospheric sudden warming, which is driven by the interaction of 
such a large-scale wave with the zonally averaged flow, is therefore also 
sensitive to the initial basic state fields. The distributions of the 
latitudtnal gradient of basic state potential vorticity, and the fields 
of wave energy flux at selected times. prove to be useful tools in diag-
nosing t.he atmosphere's response to forCing by a wave. 
Lower atmospheric wave structure is found to be insensitive to solar-
induced changes in the upper atmosphere. Such changes as do occur are 
limited to within about 30 kilometers below the level of maximum heating, 
and are also quite short-lived. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The possibility that "weather," or more specifically that atmo-
spheric parameters such as pressure, wind and temperature vary in 
response to solar activity has been pursued for some time in the 
literature. Of course, the overall General Circulation is driven by 
differential solar heating. What is far less clear is whether or not 
variations in solar behavior can give rise to detectable variations 
in atmospheric behavior; variations which would otherwise not occur 
in the absence of solar variations. By solar variations, we may think 
of periodic events ranging from the rotation of the sun, with a period 
of about 27 days, to the cyclic occurrence of sun-spots, with a period 
of 11 years. There are also variations which do not occur regularly, 
such as the enhancement of the solar wind by solar flares, with sub-
sequent terrestrial geomagnetic storms. 
There are many reported relationships between solar activity 
and weather (henceforward, solar activity will be taken to mean 
temporal variations in solar activity i.e. deviations from the mean 
state). Some of the more recent reports of effects on time scales of 
27 days or less are mentioned below. A more detailed survey may be 
found in Herman and Goldberg (1978). 
An unequivocal influence of solar activity on the atmosphere is 
evident at thermospheric levels. For reference, Figure 1 shows the 
thel~l structure of the atmosphere up to 150 krn. Jacchia (1963) quotes 
the following results, derived from orbital variations of satellites. 
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Figure 1 Temperature structure of the Atmosphere 
to 140 km and nomenclature (U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere, 1976). 
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and 650 km. Further satellite studies revealed the fluctuation to be of 
global extent. Evidence was also revealed of a variation of density in 
response to geomagnetic storms. 
As we look at lower atmospheric levels, the evidence of a solar-
weather link becomes less clear. Hicks and Justus (1970) analysed 
winds between 90 km and 140 km, as revealed by tracking rocket-borne 
chemical releases. A correlation was found between winds in the region 
and the index Kp. Definitions of various geomagnetic indices 
are given in Appendix II. Above 110 km, the Kp variations were 
observed to precede wind variations, suggesting that solar variations 
"drive" wind variations, whilst below 110 kIn wind variations preceded 
Kp variations, suggesting a dynamo-type interaction. This, incidentally, 
is a good example of the possible danger of taking an index such as Kp 
to be representative of solar variations (Hines, 1973; Shapiro, 1973). 
Ramakrishna and Seshamani (1973) found a positive correlation 
between the 10.7 cm solar radio flux (F IO . 7 index) and temperature 
in the equatorial mesosphere. They reported a one day time lag between 
F10 •7 increases and temperature increases. Ramakrishna and Seshamani 
(1976) found temperature increases in the 61-90 km region above 
Ft. Churchill in auroral latitudes to be correlated with changes in kp, 
with a lag time of 12-15 hours, Kp variations preceding temperature 
variations. This lag time appears to be opposite that quoted by Hicks 
and Justus (1970) below 110 km. The different lag times quoted by 
Ramakrishna and Seshamani (one day at equatorial latitudes, 12 hours at 
auroral latitudes) are of interest, since they suggest that different 
mechanisms may be responsible for temperature variations at high vs. 
low latitudes. Richmond (1979), using a time dependent numerical model, 
4 
simulated high latitude auroral heating during a geomagnetic storm and 
found temperature increases at low latitudes. The auroral hlea.ting 
caused upward motion at high latitudes, a southward flow between 120 km 
and 150 km, sinking motion and consequent adiabatic heating at low 
latitudes and a return poleward flow in the lower thermosphere. 
Although Richmond's model has a lower boundary at 80 km, nevertheless 
a mechanism such as this might explain the differing lag times discussed 
above. 
Nastrom and Belmont (1978) correlated wind variations with the 
FlO •7 index for the period 1960-1976, using data in the range 25-65 km 
across the globe. A 27 day periodicity in zonal wind was found, with 
-1 an amplitude of up to 2.5 ms . As with the observations quoted above, 
a distinct causal relationship between wind speed and FIO . 7 is not 
immediately obvious, since at around SOON, wind maxima occur up to one 
week after FlO •7 maxima, whilst at low latitudes, wind maxima precede 
F10 . 7 maxima by up to one week. Ebel and Batz (1977) found a similar 
relationship between an index of circulation at 10 mb and the solar 
rotation. Noonkester (1967) reported that a change in the 100 mb 
circulation occurs about three days after a geomagnetic disturbance. 
In the troposphere, Schuurmans (1979) found that the heights of 
both the 300 mb and 500 mb surfaces at various global locations changed 
in response to solar flare activity. Height rises and falls differed 
as a function of both latitude and longitude, suggesting a wave--like. 
nature in the induced changes. Such changes occurred witbin a day of 
solar flares, altbougb a later effect (after 2-4 days) was also noted. 
King etal. (1977) reported that the solar rotation gives rise to a 
27 day wave in the 500 mb height stati.stics at 60oN. Schafer (1979), 
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however, claimed that this correlation was not statistically signifi-
cant. Whereas a periodicity of around 27 days can be found in 500 mb 
heights in middle-to-high latitudes, Schafer claimed that it is the 
persistence of the disturbance (ranging up to 1 year) which will 
occasionally produce a coincidentally high correlation with the solar 
rotation. At other times the correlation will not be so good (Volland 
and Schafer, 1979). 
Finally there is the much heralded Vorticity Area Index phenomenon. 
Roberts and Olson (1973) studied the development of 300 mb troughs in 
o 0 ° 0 the area delineated by 120 Wand 180 Wand by 40 Nand 90 N. They 
found that troughs entering (or forming in) the area within 2-4 days 
of enhanced geomagnetic activity (measured by Ap) tended to be deeper 
than those entering (or forming in) the area during geomagnetically 
quiet times. The measure of trough intensity used, the Vorticity Area 
Index (VAl), was defined to be the area of the trough, over which the 
absolute vorticity exceeds 2 x 10-4 S-l, plus the area of the trough, 
-4 -1 over which the absolute vorticity exceeds 2.4 x 10 S . Wilcox et al. --
(1974) showed similar results, this time relating VAI to solar sector 
crossings (see Appendix II). Their Figure 5 shows that the VAl tends 
to decrease about two days before the sector crossing, reaching a min-
imum about one day after the sector crossing, and then increases again. 
Wilcox (1973, Figure 12) indicates that the Kp index of geomagnetic 
activity increases immediately following a sector crossing, but that it 
also d.ecreases prior to the crossing; so, although the sector crossing 
provid.es an excellent temporal marker, since it is not subject to 
terrestrial influences, it is more likely to be the terrestrial geo-
magnet.ic effects, which the crossing presumably gives rise to both 
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before and after the event itself, which lead to meteorological changes. 
An obvious difficulty with VAl studies is that the quantity itself is 
not in common meteorological usage. Furthermore, in Wilcox et al. (1974), 
it is defined as a global parameter and is not particularly useful for 
forecast p~rposes. 
The continuing dialogue over the existence or non-existence of 
solar-weather effects stems, in part, from the lack of conclusive 
observational evidence of such effects (although the VAl studies may 
have alleviated this to an extent). It is also due to a lack of under-
standing of how the lower atmosphere responds to solar activity. Al-
though several mechanisms have been suggested, it remains to be 
demonstrated that any of them are valid. 
Of the mechanisms proposed, one involves a solar modulation of 
ozone concentrations. Heath et ~.!.. (1977) have shown that zonally 
averaged 0
3 
amounts above 4 mb decreased by 20% following a major solar 
proton event (peA) of August 1972. The event was characterised by an 
increased flux of solar protons and consequent production of NO , which 
x 
in turn resulted in a catalytic destruction of 03 , These results hold 
at 7So_80oN, smaller changes being noted equatorward. The changes were 
not short lived, persisting several weeks. If these observations are 
representative of total depletion of 03 in an atmospheric column, then 
it is reasonable to assume that reduced absorption of solar radiation 
in the stratosphere will result in lower stratospheric temperatures. 
There will also be an increased shortwave radiative flux into the 
troposphere. The resulting temperat.ure modulations will depend on 
other radiatively-related factors (Ramanathan et al., 1976) . Regardless 
of tropospheric effects, a reduction of 03 in a given region of the 
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atmosphere and concomitant temperature changes should alter the temper-
ature gradient and thus thermal wind, albeit locally. 
Some numerical examinations of the effects of 03 reduction are 
reported by Schoeberl and Strobel (1978). The reduction of 0
3 
on a 
global scale produced lower stratospheric and mesospheric temperatures 
and a weakened Polar Night Jet. They then performed additional experi-
ments involving a local reduction of 0
3
, representative of the kind of 
03 reductions noted by Heath etal. (1977). The global response to this 
perturbation was negligible, in terms of both temperature and polar 
night jet intensity. Similar experiments by Somerville et a1. (1973), 
subjecting a General Circulation model to global-scale 0
3 
changes, 
yielded only minor changes in globally averaged temperature and in the 
development of the 500 mb flow pattern. However, the model top was at 
10 mb and the vertical resolution was only about 110 mb, so that 
stratospheric changes were poorly handled. 
Volland (1979) examined the effect of a 0.1% variation in the solar 
constant, with a 27 day periodicity. This effect was modelled through 
a variable forcing of planetary-scale Rossby waves. The results 
indicated that at 500 mb, a variation in height of about 0.5 gpm could 
be expected, clearly not particularly significant when compared to a 
longitudinal variation in the height of the 500 mb surface of, say, 
500 gpm. 
1\n overriding problem in finding a causal mechanism is that of 
energetics, namely that the deposition of energy due to a solar-related 
event is sufficiently small, compared to the energy associated with the 
General Circulation or even a part of the large scale circulation, 
that the effect is likely to be small. If we consider depositing a 
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given amount of energy (an amount consistent with, say, an auroral 
storm) into a volume of the atmosphere, the ~mplitude of the induced 
disturbance (measured, for example, in terms of a temperature pertur-
bation and assuming all energy input is instantly converted to a temp-
erature increase) will decrease expo.nentially as the height at which 
deposition occurs diminishes. The likelihood of direct forcing by 
solar activity on the lower atmosphere is therefore slim. Willis 
(1976) has examined this problem by comparing the energy typical of 
magnetospheric processes to that characteristic of the General Circula-
tion. Table 1 is an adaptation of his Table 2, showing for example 
that the ratio of energy associated with a geomagnetic storm to that 
associated with the General Circulation is 0(10-5). There are in-
stances when such a ratio may be larger, such as during high-latitude 
winter and at night. However the conclusion appears to be that solar 
activity will not directly affect the circulation at lower levels. 
Consequently, if observed effects are real, they must be in.duced via 
some indirect means. 
Hines (1974) proposed a mechanism, whereby lower atmospheric 
variables might be modulated by solar events without invoking a direct 
transfer of energy from thermospheric to tropospheric heights. 
The atmospheric circulation may be considered to comprise motions 
due to waves of wide-ranging temporal and spatial scales. Amongst 
these, the large-scale planetary waves comprise a fundamental part of 
the observed stratospheric and mesospheric structure, especially in 
winter. Large-scale (zonal wavenumbers 1 and 2) waves forced in the 
troposphere by orography and thermal gradients can propagate their 
Table 1 
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Estimated energies (J) of certain meteorological and 
geomagnetic phenomena (adapted from Willis (1976), 
Table 2) 
Phenomenon 
Total kinetic energy of 
the General Circulation 









Magnetospheric sub storm 
Local thunderstorm 





















energy upward into the stratosphere, mesosphere and possibly the lower 
thermosphere. In an inviscid, adiabatic atmosphere with a resting 
basic state, the amplitude of such waves continues to grow with height 
-~ approximately as (density) • However, in the real atmosphere where 
winds and stability vary with ;height, the wave energy may be reflected 
at a certain level, thus creating a standing wave below. Hines (1974) 
suggested that the effect of a solar disturbance might be to alter the 
reflective properties of the atmosphere at large heights, thereby 
altering the nature of the wave pattern below. In addition to being 
reflected, wave energy may also be absorbed and this mechanism in turn 
can be influenced by solar effects. This is further discussed below. 
The mechanism does not therefore require a large energy inpu.t but rather 
a reasonable input into relatively tenuous regions. 
There is theoretical evidence that planetary-scale wave structure 
is quite sensitive to the wind and stability profiles of thE! basic 
state flow. Simmons (1974) studied the structure of stationary waves 
forced from below in a quasi-geostrophic, S-plane model. The mean 
wind was assumed to be linearly sheared in the vertical and to have a 
sinusoidal latitudinal dependence. His Figure 2 shows the variation of 
amplitude with height for three different values of (constant) vertical 
shear. He also noted that varying horizontal profiles of mean wind 
can influence the vertical penetration of wave energy. Matsuno (1970) 
and Dickinson (1968a) showed that the 2-dimensional, quasi-geostrophie: 
wave geopotential equation contains a term, analagous to refractive 
index squared, which is proportional to the latitudinal gradient of 
mean potential vorticity. This in turn is a function of the wind, its 
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first and second vertical and horizontal derivatives and of static 
stability. Wave propagation is favoured in regions where this quantity 
is (relatively) large and positive, whilst waves are "guidedll away 
from regions of small positive or negative refractive index squared. 
It follows that a change in distribution of this quantity might change 
the structure of a forced wave. Schoeberl and Geller (1976), via 
numerical solutions of a stationary forced wave in a spherical, quasi-
geostrophic model, have further indicated the sensitivity of wave 
structure to the basic state. Taking two profiles of basic state zonal 
wind, varying essentially only in the maximum strength of the polar 
night jet, they showed quite different resultant wave structures. The 
question of wave structure is further discussed below, in the context 
of sensitivity studies for the model we have used. 
An encouraging aspect of Hines' proposal is that it involves 
planetary-scale waves, which only propagate into the stratosphere in 
winter (Charney and Drazin, 1961; Dickinson, 1965). A recurrent theme 
in solar-weather observations is that they are most noticeable during 
winter, if not entirely absent in summer. There are drawbacks to the 
theory, however, as Hines himself pointed out. Specifically, dissipa-
tive effects (thermal and mechanical) can be expected to attenuate 
waves as they propagate into the mesosphere. Observations of long 
wave structure above the mesopause are still scant, and it is not clear 
whether or not significant wave amplitudes extend to these altitudes. 
Green (1972) indicated that there is a marked decrease of wave energy 
between 50 km and 80 km, whilst Hirota and Barnett (1977) showed 
evidenee of waves extending to 85 km. Although their amplitudes were 
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seen to decline above the stratopause, they were nevertheless present 
at the mesopause. 
A study of the viability of Hines' suggestion was performed by 
Geller and Alpert (1980). Using a quasi-geostrophic, hemispheric, 
numerical model, the structure of planetary-scale waves forced at the 
surface was examined in the presence of varying basic state. winds. 
Variations in wind were introduced by reductions of a "control" wind 
profile, the maximum reduction of 20% being at the latitude of the 
polar night jet maximum and at a given height, with lesser changes 
away from these levels. The authors did not generate the basic state 
wind changes by a specific solar-related mechanism; rather, such 
changes were imposed. They found it necessary to make these reductions 
below a height of about 35 km in order to produce a change in the 
tropospheric wave pattern. Typical height changes of the 500 mb pres-
sure surface of 20 m were generated by the model in response to mean 
wind changes, centred at 30 km. The study seemed to indicate that any 
solar-induced modulation must occur at relatively low levels. 
A similar study was done by Schmitz and Greiger (1980), although 
it was not specifically concerned with Hines' mechanism. They too 
utilized a quasi-geostrophic, hemispheric, numerical model, to test 
the sensitivity of wave structure to mean zonal wind changes. Again, 
their wind changes were imposed, rather than internally generated by 
some means, however winds were changed through a rather deep layer of 
the atmosphere from 20 kIn to the upper boundary at 100 kIn. They then 
found that wave amplitudes in the 5-20 km height range varied with 
different mean wind profiles and that, as with Geller and Alpert (1980), 
the effect was largest at higb latitudes. 
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Neither study discussed above addressed the problem of how wind 
changes in a relatively shallow (Geller and Alpert) or deep (Schmitz 
and Greiger) layer of the atmosphere couhd be induced. In his paper, 
Hines (1974) referred to a solar-induced modulation at relatively large 
heights due perhaps to aurorally-generated heating. We propose here 
to exmnine the possibility that a high level heating associated with 
a geomagnetic storm can induce wind changes, which in turn can modify 
wave structure below, bearing in mind that at such an altitude (around 
100-120 km), the density is sufficiently small that relatively large 
wind (and temperature) deviations can be induced. It is not suggested 
that there is any particular significance to this mode of forcing; it 
merely serves in an exemplary capacity. As mentioned above, it is not 
clear that wave energy associated with large-scale, tropospherically 
forced waves can propagate to such heights, but we consider the most 
optimistic situation, where the wave makes its presence felt, at least 
to some degree, at large heights. As in Geller and Alpert (1980), only 
the modification of winds will be considered; the effect of altered 
static stability will be ignored. 
Briefly, our procedure will be to simulate a geomagnetic storm-
induced heating in the auroral oval. This will be prescribed simply as 
a diabatic heat source. The forcing will be projected onto both the 
zonal flow and onto wave motions, since the auroral oval is centred 
about the geomagnetic pole. In the context of a numerical model 
(hemispheric, primitive equation), the temporal behavior of planetary 
long waves forced at the tropopause will be examined, to see what, if 
any, effects can be produced by the storm. 
2. NUMERICAL MODEL 
2.1 Governing equations 
The model used is an adaptation of that introduced by Holton (1976). 
It is based on the primitive equations of Meteorology and allows for 
interactions between a single Fourier component and the basi.c state 
(zonally averaged) flow. 
Following Holton (1975), we may write the primitive equations for 
the zonally averaged flow as: 
with: 
dU -- tanS 
d t = fV + uv -a- - l'x. 
dV 
dt = - fU 
-2 tanS a~ -
u --a-- - ay - 1y, 
1 0 - ow -w ---- - (veose) + - - = 0, cose oy dZ H 
d a - a - 0 
dt = at + v ay + w ~ • 
In (2.4), we have assumed a density-like function of thE! form p (z) 
o 
-z/H 






symbols are defined in Appendix I and we note that ~ is defined as the 
deviation of the zonal mean geopotential from its global average at a 
constant height; it is not the total zonally averaged geopotential. A 
prescribed function, ~ (z), represents the globally averaged geopotential; 
o 




The discussion in Holton (1975) indicates that, in order to have a 
consistent set of energy equations for the model, N2 must be assumed 
constant. This is discussed further in Section 3.3. 
The eddy equations are obtained by subtracting (2.1) - (2.4) from 
the original primitive equations, giving 
du' _ fv' + uv' tanS + - ,tanS v' au w' au _ a~' _ 1x', (2.6) dt - --a- vu --a- - dy - az ax 
dv' - fur 2uu' tanS v' dV w' dV _ aqi' _ 1y' --= - --- dy -dt a dZ ay , (2.7) 
d (::') - v' d (:! ) - w' a G!) - w'N2 + Q' - (5' , = dt ay az (2.8) 
au' + _1_ ~ (v'cosS) + ~wz' - HW ' = 0, 
ax cosS ay ~ (2.9) 
with 
Equations (2.6) - (2.9) describe the behavior of the flow, which 
is a deviation from the zonal mean. We have not yet restricted our-
selves to a single Fourier mode. 
The eddy flux terms in (2.1) - (2.3) are defined as: 
1 a -- 2 (d 1)--jx = cos2e ay (u'v'cos S) + a; - Ii (u'w'), (2.10) 
(2.11) 
1 d --
~ = cosS ay (v'~~ cosS) + (~_1) (w'qi') dZ H z (2.12) 
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and in the eddy equations we have: 
3 2 1 d 
3X' - -- (u l ) + ------- [(u'v' - u'v') cosZe] - 3x coszS 3y 
+ (~Z~) (u'w' - u'w'), (2.13) 
3y' - a (u'v') + _1_ ~ [(v'Z _ v12) cosS] 
- ~ cose 3y 
+ (u 12 - 'u' 2) tanS + (~ - l) (v'w' _ v'w') , 
a 3z H (2.14) 
(8' a (u'cI!') = ax z 
1 a + -- -- [(v'~' - v'qJ') cose 3y Z z cose] 
+ (~- l) (w'~' _ W'qJf). 
3z H z Z (2.15) 
The equations are now scaled, using the following scaling 
parameters (Holton, 1975): 
(x,y) '" L 
(ii,u' ,v') '" u 
t '" Llu 
Z '" D 
w' '" unlL 
q; , ,i '" 2rlUL 
where L,U,D are typical length, velocity and depth scales for strato-
spheric motions and Ro = U/2QL is a Rossby number. Using L '" 106 m 
-1 
and U '" 15 ms gives Ra '" 0.1. The time scale is reasonable for the 
problem we are considering, in whicn a diabatic heating is applied for 
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a relatively short time. A longer time scale (L/RoU) is appropriate for 
studies of the seasonally varying stratospheric circulation. 
Using this scaling and throwing out higher order terms yields: 
~~ = fv + u v ta~s - jx, 
av -2 tanS ai at = - fu - u --a- - ay 





The tan6 terms have been retained since they become important near the 
pole. Following Holton (1976), we retain the av/at term, although it is 
OCRo 2) smaller in the scaling than the coriolis and geopotential terms. 
Scaling the eddy equations similarly gives: 
du' a <I> , v' a 
d"t- = fv' - ax- - coss ay (ucosS), 
dv' tan6 a <I> , 
-dt = - fu' - 2uu' -- - --
a ay 
-v' ~y (~:)-w'N2+Q" 
~u~ + ~e *- (v'cos6) + ~w' - HW' = O. 





Again the tan6 terms have been retained. Following Holton (1976), we 
neglect vertical advection by the eddy motions. In addition, we neglect 
eddy interaction terms, which will vanish when we restrict attention 
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to a single wave. The behaviour of stratospheric waves is found to be 
well approximated by 1 inear theory (the scaled eddy equations are now 
linear) . 
We now restrict attention to a single wave by making the following 
assumption: 
is'\ + z/2H 
(2.2·4 ) 
. z/2H The introductlon of the e term is a standard procedure; for a 
problem in which the eddy equations are separable in y and ~:, the 
Vertical Structure Equation will then be cast in canonical form. 
Eliminating w' and including mechanical and thermal dil~sipation 
(parameterized by Rayleigh friction, (X
R
, and Newtonian cooling. '~R' 
respectively), we have: 
au v a -at = fv - imuu - im<p - cose ay (ucos8) - aRu , (2.25) 
dV a ell 2- tanS at = - fu - imuv - ay - uu -a- - Cl.RV , (2.26) 
( a2~ _ Th) = N2 [imU + __ 1_ ~ (VCOS8)] at dZ 4H , cosS 3y 
a 








fV + UVez / 2H tane + ~ 
a 
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In. (2.27), Newtonian cooling acts to relax the temperature perturba-
tion to its initial value of zero. In (2.30) it acts to relax ~ to its 
initial value of q,* (~* :: ~ (t = 0) :: ':[1* eZ / 2H). 
In (2.28) and (2.30), the eddy forcing terms are now 
(2.31) 
and 
e-z/2H ~(v' dq,' ) 
(5 = case 3y az- cose . (2.32) 
For quasi-geostrophic motions when the length scale assumed is OCR a), 
o 
the vertical flux terms in j and ~ are small compared to the horizontal 
flux terms; although we are using the primitive equations, the same 
assumption is made here. Bates (1980) however indicates that when 
scaling length by a, the vertical flux terms must be retained. 
2.2 The numerical model 
Equations (2.25) - (2.30) are cast in finite - difference form in 
the y .- z plane. We take a staggered grid in the y - direction with 
~e = 5° (y = ae) and ~z = 2.5 km. The distribution of variables on the 
20 
grid is shown schematically in Figure 2. We employ a simple leapfrog 
scheme to calculate time derivatives. Consequently, (2.28) becomes: 
tanS, 
__ J..t... + Jt'. n
k a J, 
(2.33) 
with 
z /2H [-- 2 < ~ sinS >] 
Jt'j,k = -e k 5(u v ) - <cose> (2.34) 
The index n represents the time step. In addition, 
(~-)i-1,k + (~) i,k 
<uv>= - (2.35) 
2 
is an averaging operator (Holton, 1976) and 
(~) i-I, k - (~) i,k 
!'::.y 
is a differencing operator (Holton, 1976). 
(2.36) 
The other equations are written in finite difference forn in D. 
similar manner. To avoid swamping the reader with endless finite-
differenced equations and discussions on the handling of certain terms, 
we have omitted detailed descriptions. The reader is referred to Holton 
and Wehrbein (1979) for additional information. 
To prevent decoup1ing between odd and even time step solutions as 
the integration proceeds, we apply an Asselin time filter to every field 
at every time step. The filter is given by: 
x ( t) = X ( t) + v / 2 [X ( t -1) - 2X ( t) + X (t + 1)] , (2.37) 
where we use v = .02 (Asselin, 1972). The time step used is 
8 minutes. 
(i=1) 
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Figure 2 Schematic arrangement of variables on model 
staggered grid. i and j are the y indices, 
k is the vertical index. 
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Note that in order to avoid computational instability, all dissipa-
tive terms (Rayleigh friction, Newtonian cooling and 4th ordE~r diffusion) 
are evaluated using the fields at time step (n - 1), rather than at n. 
Provided we specify initial and boundary conditions, ancl the forcing 
functions Q and Q', we can numerically solve the system (2.25) - (2.30). 
2.3 Initial and boundary conditions 
We assume that the wave fields are zero initially and that there is 
a prescribed initial zonal flow and concomitant temperature field to 
support this flow. The procedure for creating the initial zonal flow is 
outlined in Chapter 3. Given u (t = 0), we can solve for ¢ (t = 0) by 
assuming the flow to be in gradient wind balance: 
fu + u2 tane 
a 
(2.38) 
Finite - differencing (2.38) gives us 18 equations in 19 unknowns. To 
close the system, we use the definition of ~: 
equator 
~ ~cos8de = 0 • 
pole 
Fields at t = ~t are calculated using a forward time step. 
We assume that ~I = 0 at the pole and at the equator. We further 
assume that d~/ay = 0 at the pole and equator. At the upper boundary, 
we take ~I = 0 and ~(t) = ~(t = 0). At the lower boundary (10 km), 
we again set ~(t) = q;(t = 0) and <1>' is specified to simulate a wave 










. I (2.39) 
Holton (1976) used this form with s = 2 whilst Matsuno (1971) used it 
with s = 1. The analysis in Appendix III shows that the following is 
true for the wave: 
u l VI 
a ~ I 
0 at 6 TI 12 , I (2.40) for s > 1 : = = -- = dy 
dU I dV l d 2 ~ I 0 at 6 TI/2 for s 1 : ay2- . dy dy 
Clearly, the form assumed in (2.39) satisfies (2.40) whilst those employed 
by Matsuno (1971) and Holton (1976) are suitable for only wavenumbers 
1 or 2 respectively. 
The forcing is turned on slowly, with the following time dependence: 
(1 - ~xp (- t/2.S x 10 5s)). 
2.4 D:i.abatic forcing functions 
In Chapter 3, the sensitivity of the numerical model is discussed, 
in terms of the stratospheric sudden warming. For this problem, the only 
forcing is through the lower boundary condition; thus QI and Q are zero. 
In the solar-weather experiments, discussed in Chapter 4, we will intro-
duce a diabatic heat source in the mean flow and wave equations. The 
form of this forcing is given by: 
Q I (or Q) (2.41) 
where (YF' zF) are the latitude and height of the maximum forcing and 
(YE' zE) are distances, over which the forcing decays. 
Consider the response of an atmosphere that is heated directly by 
a diabatic forcing, Q', without any circulation. Then: 












If we let the diabatic forcing have a heating rate of X deg/day, we get 
RX 
A = H.86400 . (2.44) 
Representative values for zF' zE' YF' YE and A are discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
2.5 Dissipation and diffusion 
Mechanical dissipation is modelled simply using a Rayleigh friction 
coefficient given by 
1 + -:--1~_ 
80 days 4 days [ 
[z - 71 km)] -1 1 + tanh \ 10 km sec • (2.45) 
The large values at high levels effectively act as a sponge to prevent 
reflections at the upper boundary from ruining the solution. 
Thermal dissipation is represented by Newtonian cooling with the 
following distribution: 
"N(z) ~ [1.5 + tanh ~z -/~ km)]lO-' sec- 1 • (2.46) 
The forms for a
R 
and aN are taken from Holton and Wehrbein (1979) and 
Holton (1976), respectively. In Figure 3 we show the e-folding times 
for Ci.R and n'N as a function of z. 
We include a 4th order diffusion in the equations, without which 
fields become contaminated with small scale noise (2 - 6y gri,d noise) 
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Figure 3 Height distribution of e-folding 
times due to Rayleigh friction 
and ~ewtonian cooling. 
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wave solution and the integration eventually "blows up. II The diffusion 
operator is: 
D(X) 
for X = v, d~/dZ, u', VI and d¢'/dZ whilst we use; 
K 
D(X) = - -zc; cos -8 
for X = u (Holton and Wehrbein, 1979). 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
The scheme is extremely scale selective. If we consi.dE~r the simple 
diffusion equation: 
dY _ a't ..::.A--K~ at dy4 
_ at + imy 
and assume X = xe we have: 
Substituting m = 21T/L with L pl'ly, we have: 
: (dissipative e-folding time)-l. 
We find it necessary to use a value of K/~y4 = 5 x 10-7 m4s-1 and, 
taking ~y = lTa/36, we construct Table 2, indicating how scale selective 
the procedure is. 
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Table 2 Variation of dissipative e-folding time 
with scale of disturbance (p = 2 indicates 
a 2 - b.y wave). 
3. SENSITIVITY STUDIES 
Since the numerical model (Le. equations (2.25)-(2.30) and the 
finite difference scheme) was originally set up by Holton (1976) to 
study the stratospheric sudden warming problem, hereafter referred to as 
the SSW, it seemed appropriate initially to attempt to reproduce his 
results, as a check of the model. This was done and in addition, some 
sensitivity studies regarding the numerical modelling of the SSW were 
performed. Although these studies, reported in this chapter, have no 
direct bearing on the solar-weather problem, they are interest.ing in 
their own right and provide a useful insight into the solar-'weather 
problem. 
3.1 Sensitivity to basic state wind 
A set of experiments was performed to gauge the importance of the 
initial zonally averaged wind (u) in determining the course of the SSW 
event. Three wind profiles were used. The first is that used by Holton 
(1976) (data kindly provided by J. Holton) and is shown in Figure 4(a). 
The second was constructed using the scheme given in Lindzen and Hong 
(1974) and is representative of solstice conditions. It is shown in 
Figure 4(b), and in Figure 4(c) we show the third wind profile, construc-
ted using the expression in Tung and Lindzen (1979). The three profiles 
are hereafter referred to as H, LH, and T. 
The three profiles are qualitatively similar. having a polar night 
jet at about 60 km and from 45°-60° in latitude. Of the three, H has 
the weakest jet maximum of about 65 ms- 1 The three all have a low 
level, sub-tropical jet, although that in LH is at a higher latit:ude 
than in either H or T. In each there is also a region of easterly winds 
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Figure 4 Latitude-height sections of the 
three initial mean zonal wind 
profiles used (a) from Holton 
(1976); (b) from Lindzen and 
Hong (1974); (c) from Tung and 
Lindzen (1979). Units are m/s. 
Stippled areas denote regions 
01 easterly winds. 
w 
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For each profile, we ran the model for 25 days with the forcing at 
10 kID reaching a ma.ximum of 300 m after about five days. The cases dis-
cussed here are all for wavenumber one. Figure 5 shows the evolution 
of the three u fields at 600 over the 25 day period. 
o 
The most striking difference between the three runs is that at 60 , 
easterly wi.nds do not develop over the period with the LH wind profile. 
For wind profile H, winds diminish gradually at all heights for about 
two weeks after the forcing is switched on. Easterlies first appear in 
the upper mesosphere and migrate downward. A region of easterlies also 
appears at around 30 kID about a week after those at upper levels and pro-
pagate both up and down. Between days 17 and 19, winds throughout the 
atmosphere at high latitudes reverse sign. The appearance of easterlies 
at two levels has been noted in some numerical modelling studies of the 
ssw (e.e; • ., Matsuno, 1971; Schoeberl and Strobel, 1980) but not in others 
(Lordi et a1., 1981). Holton (1976; Figure 2) indicates the initial 
appearance of high level easterlies but there is then a rapid deceler-
ation of winds throughout the depth of his model atmosphere. Kanzawa 
(1980), in his study of the 1973 warmings, noted the appearance of high 
level easterlies in association with a mino,r warming, although the cir-
culation at lower levels did not reverse. It is presumed that differences 
between the numerical model in Holton (1976) and this version (e.g., 
different forcing functions, explicit time-differencing, greater diffu-
sian, Rayleigh friction formula:" ion) account for the differences between 
the results presented by Holton and those presented here. 
For the LH wind profile, there is a gradual deceleration of winds 
at all heights at 60
0 
and indeed at all extra-tropical latitudes, but 
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Figure 5 Time-height diagrams of basic 
state zonal wind at 600 for 
wind profiles (a) H, (b) LH, 
and (c) T. Stippled areas 





The situation with profile T is quite similar, in that although easter-
lies do appear after about 13 days, they are confined to a relatively 
o shallow layer, centred just below 30 km and poleward of 55. By day 20, 
they have spread equatorwards to join up with low latitude easterlies 
and form a band of easterlies from pole to equator. 
Figure 6 shows the basic state zonal wind fields that have evolved 
after 25 days. For profile H, the original westerly jet has decreased 
in amplitude and is confined to the mid-latitudes. Poleward of 500 _60°, 
easterly winds have developed, attaining a maximum of -22 ms- 1 at 700 
and 40 km. There has also been a poleward expansion of the tropical 
easterlies. The wave forcing has left profile LH relatively untouched 
after 25 days. Although the polar night jet has weakened and a small 
region of easterlies appears in the mid-latitude lower stratosphere, the 
essential characteristics of the profile remain unchanged. For profile 
T, as mentioned above, a low-level band of easterlies has d(~veloped after 
25 days. 
If we look at the temporal development of wavenumber one geopoten-
tial amplitude, shown in Figure 7, we can gain some insight into the 
different behaviour of the three warmings. Only for the H profile do 
large amplitudes develop, with rapid amplification following the initi-
ation of the forcing. It is noted that the differences bet';.;reen Figure 
7(a) and Holton's Figure 2 (1976) arise from the different forcing 
functions employed. Figure 8 indicates the two different functions 
involved. The on.e used here is latitudinally broader than that used 
by Holton. When we run. the model with Holton's forCing function (for 
wavenumber one), the time-height development of wave geopotential am-
























Latitude-height sections of 
basic state zonal wind after 
25 days for initial wind 
profiles (a) H, (b) LH, and 
(c) T. Stippled areas denote 
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Figure 7 Time-height developement of 
wavenumber 1 geopotential 
amplitude for the three 
wind profiles (a) H, (b) LH, 
and (c) T. Contour intervals 
















Figure 8 Latitudinal distribution of amplitude 
of forcing functions (for wavenumber 
one) used in the SSW studies. Solid 
line: this study; dashed line: Holton 
(1976). Refer to (2.39) for formulae. 
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attained are a little weaker. This point is alluded to further in Sec-
tion 3.2. Wave development is slower for the LH profile, with amplitudes 
still increasing after 20 days, whilst for profile T, a peak of 700 m is 
attained at 10 days, after which amplitudes diminish. This reduction 
occurs as low level easterlies form and block further upward propagation 
of wave energy. 
We may seek the reason for these differences in the thEory of wave 
propagation and wave-mean flow interaction. The vertical propagation 
of waves was examined by Charney and Drazin (1961). Using a quasi-
geostrophic, mid~latitude, S-plane model, they showed that ttationary 
waves can only propagate energy vertically when the basic state zonal 
wind (assumed constant) is (i) westerly, and (ii) weaker tran a critical 
value, determined by the scale of the waves. The theory thls explains 
why we only observe long waves in the win.ter stratosphere (~ince in 
summer, stratospheric winds are easterly) and also why waverumbers one and 
two predominate (the critical wind value decreases with incleasing wave-
number). The theory was refined by Dickinson (1968), who ir.dicated that 
the critical wind value increases when the earth's sphericity is 
accounted for. Dickinson (1969) also showed that wave prop.:.gation is 
affected by thermal damping in the mesosphere. 
In the simple Charney-Drazin theory, we may separate the equations 
of motion and arrive at a vertical structure equation of thl! following 
form: 
o. (3.1) 
Here, n 2 can be regarded as an (index of refraction) 2 and d'~pends upon 
the scale of the disturbance, on the basic state wind stren:~th and on 
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temperature through N2 , the static stability_ Only when n 2 > ° can 
energy propagate vertically, the solution to (3.1) taking the form 
'" inz r 'V e • For n 2 < 0, the solution is of the form '1' 'V e-
nz and wave 
energy is trapped. The wave is then said to be evanescent. 
For realistic wind profiles, lateral and vertical wind shears play 
an important role in wave energy propagation. Matsuno (1970) looked at 
this pIoblem using a quasi-geostrophic model in spherical geometry. He 
reduced the governing equations to a single equation for the wave geo-
potentjal of the form: 
£2'1' + £y'¥ + Qs'¥ = 0, (3.2) 
where {z and £y are vertical and horizontal operators and Qs can be 
thought of as a (refractive index) 2. Qs is written as: 
where (j 
acosS , s 
wavenumber, £2 
and ae [2(Q + w) a2w aw aE' = -w+ 3 tanS as 
4Q 2a 2 sin2e ~z (~ ~~) ] cos S (3.4) p 
Here, I = pressure. aq/ae is the latitudinal gradient of basic state 
potent:.al vorticity and clearly is influenced by the shear and curvature 
of the basic state wind and by temperature via N2 • When u = constant, 
as in Charney and Drazin' s analysis, the distribution of aq/ ae is the 
same ali the distribution of B. 
G:.ven a wind profile, we can construct aq/ as and thus Qo and Qs. 
This a:.lows us to see in what regions of the atmosphere wave propagation 
42 
is favoured. Wavenumber s will be evanescent where Qs is ne.\ative. 
Examination of (3.3) shows that this will be the case when: :a) Clq)Cl8 
is small or negative, (b) when e is large (near the pole), 0: (c) when 
s is large. For a given wavenumber, we can therefore use th~ distri-
bution of Clq/d8 as a guide to wave propagation. 
Figure 9 shows the initial distributions of Clq/d8 corre~ponding to 
the three wind profiles. Bearing in mind the tendancy for Wive energy 
flow to avoid areas of small or negative dq/()O, the arrows ildicate 
schematically the general paths of energy propagation. Ther~ are certain 
elements common to all three profiles. Each has a region of negative 
Clq/38 at high latitudes around 90 km. This barrier to propa~ation will 
be an important factor in the studies diseussed in Chapter 4. Each also 
has a maximum in the regions of both the polar night and sub-tropical 
jets. However, we note the tongue of relatively high values extending 
to 10 km at high latitudes for profile H. In the other two )rofiles, 
values here are small. Using Matsuno I s (1970) terminology, .e can thus 
expect waves to be "guided" up to the polar night jet region in all 
three cases, but for profiles LH and T the energy is guided In a more 
southerly direction, reducing the likelihood of wave propaga :ion into 
high latitude regions with concomitant easterly acceleration and 
warming. 
For the T profile, the extent of the low-latitude easterlies 
effectively confines the wave to a relatively small latitudLlaJ band. 
Since the low-level, mid-latitude winds for this profile a.re weaker 
than those for the other two profiles, the wi.nds are deceler:tted to 
become easterly sooner, thus blocking further upward propagation of 
the wave. 
on i • 
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Figure 9 Latitude-height distributions of 
basic state potential vorticity 
gradient ( aq/ae ) for the wind 
profiles (a) H, (b) LH, and (c) 
T. Units are a multiple of n. 
Stippled areas denote regions of 
aq/ae < O. Note change of height 
scale from (a) to (b) and (c). 
Arrows give a schematic 
indication of the anticipated 
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The development of the aq/ae field at selected days, along with the 
mean zonal wind field, for profile H is shown in Figure 10. By day 13, 
the "tongue" of high oq/ae values at low-levels and high-latitudes has 
receded as the mean zonal winds in that region have decreased (compare 
with Figures 4(a) and 9(a». This explains the decay of wave geopoten-
tial amplitude seen at 60°, beginning around day 13 (Figure 7(a». By 
day 18, as easterlies first appear around 40 km in polar latitudes, 
values of oq/ae poleward of 600 are small, further blocking wave propa-
gation into this region. A day later, oq/88 has become negative here, 
reflecting the presence of the zero wind line. 
To understand the dynamical mechanism of the SSW, consider the 
following analysis, taken from Holton (1980). For quasi-geostrophic 
motions (small enough so that we can linearise the equations of motion) 
on a mid-latitude S-plane, in which the basic state zonal flow is a 
function of both y and z, we can derive the quasi-geostrophic potential 
vorticity equations for both the wave and the basic state flow: 
~_ 0 -- -ot - - oy (v'q') - S (3.5) 
dll' - dll' a;:; 
..::..:1.-+ u ..::..:1.- = _ v' ..::..:l. - S' , at ox oy (3.6) 
where (q, q') are the basic state and eddy potential vorticities. Sand 
S' represent the effects of diabatic heating and dissipation of the 
mean and wave flows, respectively. Also, the meridional flux of eddy 
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Figure 10 Latitude-height distribution of basic state zonal w:inci, 
~ (m/s), and aq;ae (in units of rt) for wind profile H 
at (a) 13 days, (b) 18 days, and (c) 19 days. Stippling 





fo is a constant value of f on the S-plane, and 6' is analogous to poten-
tial temperature; so eddy potential vorticity flux is due to eddy heat 
and momentum fluxes. aq/ay is analogous to Matsuno's (1970) 3q/ae, 
discussed above. 
In the SSW, basic state winds and temperatures are being changed 
by the wave; so we ask under what conditions is oq/ot ; O? (From the 
definition of q, if q is independent of t, then so are u and 8). 
Ignoring the zonal mean diabatic terms, as we do in the SSW problem, 
from (3.5) we see that when v'q' = 0, then aq/at = 0; so we now seek 
conditions under which v'q' = O. (Even if v'q' ; 0 somewhere in the 
domain, it will vanish at the boundaries, so that its derivative will 
be non-zero; thus we need only look at whether or not v'q' itself is 
non-zero somewhere). 
Multiplying (3.6) by q' and zonally averaging gives: 
v'q' = - [l~ (q'2) + S'q'Jj ~ 2 at oy (3.9) 
Hence, for dq/OY ; 0, v'q' and thus aq/at will be non-zero only where 
there is (a) transience (i.e., the wave amplitude is growing/decaying 
with time) or (b) dissipation (such as Newtonian cooling). 
On the other hand, if we neglect transience and assume a stationary 
wave (so aq'/at 0) and also neglect dissipation (S' = 0), (3.6) becomes: 
- an' a;:; u ...:.::I-. = _ v' ...:...:J.. ox oy 
Taking VI to be geostrophically determined by 
1 3.4i' 
v' = f ax 
(3.10) 
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if we multiply (3.10) by ~, and zonally average, we have: 
o. (3.11) 
Thus v'q' = 0, unless u = O. 
Thus, there are three conditions, under which the wave can interact 
with the basic state and change it, viz: (a) transience, (b) dissipation, 
and (c) critical levels (u = 0 for stationary waves). Although Matsuno 
(1970) originally explained the mechanism of the SSW in terms of critical 
levels causing mean flow deceleration, observations indicate that the 
warmings happen in the absence (initially) of a critical level, and it 
is clear now that the dominant of the three mechanisms for the SSW is 
wave transience. 
Consider now the simplified equations (2.16) and (2.18) to see how 
the wanning "works": 
au at = fv + 3' (3.12) 
a (a~) 2-- - =-Nw-<5 at az (3.13) 
with 
and 
1 a (VIa¥' ) <5 = -- - -- cose • 
cose ay az 
As the wave grows and propagates its influence vertically and 
horizontally, heat and momentum fluxes (i.e., potential vorticity 
fluxes) develop. Since the wave is transient, there is a region suf-
ficiently far beyond the origin of the forcing where there is no such 
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potential vorticity flux; the wave's influence has yet to arrive. 
Consequently, ~ and ~ must be non-zero and so d~/at and d(a~/aZ)/az 
must be non-zero. Alternatively, a(v'q')/3y is non-zero and thus so is 
3q/at. However, the zonally averaged fields of wind and temperature are 
constrained to be in thermal wind balance, so that the eddy fluxes cause 
a mean meridional motion (;, -;) to arise, tending to bring the fields 
back into a state of balance via both the coriolis torque, fv, and 
adiabatic warming. In the absence of critical levels, transience and 
dissipation, steady waves and their heat and momentum fluxes will induce 
a mean meridional motion, which exactly cancels the eddy effects, leaving 
the basic state unchanged. With wave transience, when a large wave 
propagates up from the troposphere, it is the small imbalance between 
the eddy forcing terms and the mean meridional motion terms which results 
in the SSW (i.e., the temperature and wind changes). 
In Figure 11, we show for each wind profile the following, all at 
day 12: (i) the distribution of eddy momentum flux convergence, ~; (ii) 
the distribution of wave-induced meridional flow, v; (iii) the latitu-
dinal distribution of eddy momentum flux convergence and coriolis torque, 
fv, at 45 km; and (iv) the distribution of eddy heat flux. As expected, 
for profile H the fluxes are larger than with profiles LH and T, since 
the wave amplitude is less in the latter two cases. We can also see 
from Figure 11 (iii) the near cancellation of the twin driving terms of 
auf at. 
Customarily, the eddy heat and momentum fluxes have been considered 
separately in discussions of the SSW. The previous analysis shows that 
it is their combined effect, through v'q', which generates the warming 
and that therefore they should be considered in tandem (Holton, 1980). 
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Figure 1] For wind profiles (a) H, (b) LH, and (c) T, we show: 
(i) the distribution of momentum flux convergence, 
31 (x 10- 5 ms- 2); eli) the distribution of mean merid-
ional wind, v (ms- I ); (Hi) the latitudinal distributions 
of eddy momentum flux convergence, 31, and the coriolis 
torque, fv, at height 45 km. (units are ms- 1 per day); 
and (iv) the distribution of eddy heat flux, V'T' cosEl 
(units of k ms- I ). All are for conditions at day 12. 
Note change of contour intervals between the three cases. 
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Since the net mean zonal wind acceleration and the net temperature change 
are the small residuals of two larger terms, we define a residual mean 
meridional circulation, following Holton (1980, 1981): 
- 1 (a 
v - cosO 3z 
where B is defined by 









Substituting (3.14) and (3.15) back into (3.12) and (3.13), we have: 
aii - -at = fv* + p , (3.17) 
(3.18) 
where 
1 a (-, -, 20) + f (a 1)(V' Cl4>' cose) 
cos2e Cly u v cos cosO 3z - H a;-~ (3.19) 
1 
p cosS V • p~ , defining K 
o 
(3.20) 
Since now v* and w* are small quantities, the distribution of P 
provides a useful diagnosis of the distribution of Clii/Clt, and we note 
now that in looking at P, we are looking at both eddy momentum and heat 
fluxes. In the S-plane analysis discussed earlier, P reduces to v'q'. 
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From (3.20), we can see that P in turn can be written in terms of the 
divergence of the quantity p F. Holton and Wehrbein (1980) indicate 
0-
that F is approximately the Eliassen-Palm flux of wave energy. 
The quantities, which Eliassen and Palm (1961) refer to as wave 
energy flux, are Vl~I and Wl~I in the horizontal and vertical, respect-
ively. They showed that for long waves: 
---;-;:t - [1 (i~ 7" d~' -I -I] v'!! =u -- ---uv 
N2 dZ dZ 
and 
---r;;:T_-[1 ~f d~)Vld~I -II] W'!! -u - -- ---uw N2 dY dZ • 
For quasi-geostrophic waves, (3.21) and (3.22) reduce to: 
and 
Vl~I = - U UlV l 
f I "",I ~ U V o'!! 





i.e., they are just the momentum and heat fluxes due to the wave. From 
(3.24), we see that a poleward heat flux is associated with an upward 
energy flux, and (3.23) indicates that a poleward momentum flux corres-
ponds to an equatorward energy flux. A poleward heat flux i.s in turn 
associated with a westward tilt of the wave with increasing height, 
whilst a westward tilt with decreasing latitude is indicative of pole-
ward momentum flux. Both these tilts result in the model (not shown). 
Thus, ! is analogous to (Vl~I, wlcIJI) in a quasi-geostrophic system 
and thus is analogous to wave energy flux. Also therefore, P is 
analogous to the divergence of the Eliassen-Palm wave energy flux. 
Matsuno (1970) plotted the vector quantity (V'~I. wlcIJI) in his study 
of long wave structure. 
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In Figure 12, we show the distribution of (a) F, (b) p F, and 
- 0-
(c) P after 18 days for wind profile H. These should be compared with 
the distributions of u at 18 and 19 days (Figure 10 (b, c». 
Figure 12(a) indicates an upward and equatorward energy flux. Conver-
gence of wave energy (X) is apparent at upper levels at middle-to-high 
latitudes, with divergence just above the forcing level and also equator-
ward of the polar night jet. The convergence at equatorial latitudes 
gives rise to the deceleration of mean zonal winds in this region 
(convergence ~ P < 0 ~ au/at < 0 and vice versa), although it is the 
divergence of poK which actually should be equated with au/at. We note 
decay of wave energy flux beyond the equatorial wind line, indicating 
that the zero-wind line is an important energy sink (Matsuno, 1970). 
Examination of Figure 12(b) reveals more clearly the convergence of the 
quantity p F in the high-latitude middle stratosphere, which corresponds 
0-
to the region of negative P in Figure 12(c). Unfortunately, the quantity 
p F is so small above the lower stratosphere that it is difficult to 
0-
detect regions of convergence and divergence; so we need to look at both 
F and p F fields. Figure 12(c) also indicates a strengthening of the 
0-
polar night jet at 450 and deceleration of equatorial winds, both of 
which are seen in the model. The positive values of P at high latitudes 
around 50 km are presumably counterbalanced by fv*, since winds here 
decelerate. 
Two days later, the development of easterly winds at high latitudes 
has begun to effectively block equatorward wave energy flow, as 
Figure 13 shows. O'Neill (1981) has shown that the vector X, which is 
usually directed upward and equatorward, turns to become poleward in 
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Figure 12 Latitude-height distribution 
of (a) F, (b) p F, and 
- - 0-=-(c) P at day 18 for wind 
profile H. The units of P 
are ms- 1 per day. In (c), 
areas marked + or - show 
where the effect of P is to 
accelerate or decelerate the 
mean zonal wind. The vertical 
component of F in this, and 
subsequent Figures showing the 
distribution of F, has been 
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K at day 20 for wind profile H. 
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night jet after the high-latitude deceleration has occurred. Sato (1980) 
has shown the January average vector p F for seven different years. 
0-
He shows both poleward and equatorward directed wave energy fluxes 
and thus both equatorward and poleward momentum fluxes, respectively. 
For wind profiles LH and T, the distribution of F and p F show 
- 0-
less vertical penetration of wave energy than for profile H. For 
profile T, wave energy flux is cut off by the easterlies in the lower 
stratosphere, and this is indicated by a comparison of the fields of E 
at 10 and 22 days (Figure 14). 
We have yet to discuss the difference between the three runs in 
terms of the actual warming that takes place. Figure 15 shows the tem-
perature changes which have occurred after 25 days for each wind model. 
Clearly, the warming in model H is largest, with temperature increases 
of over 35 K being noted at the pole. We also note a small temperature 
fall in the equatorial stratosphere, and there is evidence of a high 
lev~l polar cooling and equatorial warming, as is observed in the atmos-
phere. The warming for wind models LH and T reach an amplitude of only 
10 K, and for model T, only a small region is warmed. Figure 15 reveals 
neither the time scale, on which the warming occurs, nor whether the 
warming is sufficient to reverse the latitudinal gradient of basic state 
temperature, and thus to destroy the westerly jet. In Figure 16 we show 
the development of zonally averaged temperature (as a deviation from 
the hemispheric mean) at 26.25 km for the three models. By day 17 for 
profile H, the temperature gradient has reversed at high latitudes, 
which we may expect since, as Figure 5(a) shows, the winds reverse here 
shortly afterwards. For profile LH, the temperature gradient does not 
reverse at high latitudes until later, and indeed it is not until day 25 
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Figure 15 For wind profiles (a) H, (b) LH. 
and (c) T: the latitude-height 
distribution of the zonal mean 
temperature changes after 25 
days. Areas of warming and 
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Figure 16 Zonal mean temperature (departure from 
hemispheric mean) as a function of 
latitude at selected days for profiles 
(a) H, (b) LH, and (c) T. All profiles 




that the temperature maximum appears at the pole. In fact, at day 17, 
the warming appears to begin at about 65°. For profile T, the gradient 
of temperature does reverse near the pole between days 17 and 21, but 
it is always only slightly positive. Furthermore, after day 21, the 
temperature falls at the pole; so the negative temperature gradient is 
re-established. 
Finally, we briefly discuss how well the model SSW compares with 
observed warmings. It is important to bear in mind that only one wave 
is allowed in the model, whereas both wavenumbers one and two are ob-
served to play an important role in the real (atmospheric) SSW. This 
is seen in Kanzawa (1980, Figure 5) where, as the mean zonal wind be-
comes easterly, the amplitude of wavenumber one falls and at the same 
time wavenumber two amplitude increases. J.P. Koermer (private communi-
cation) has also reported that the sudden reversal of mean zonal wind 
tends to occur when the amplitudes of wavenumbers one and two are de-
creasing and increasing, respectively. Whilst wavenumber two has not 
been observed to be capable of producing a major warming by itself, it 
often plays an important role. 
The warming at the pole at 26.25 km for wind model H is consistent 
with_observations, although more dramatic temperature increases have 
been observed (Schoeberl, 1978: Table 1). The concomitant warming/ 
cooling pattern away from polar regions and in the mesosphere 
(cf. Figure 15) has also been observed. McInturff (1978) has noted that 
the region of maximum warming can occur in the upper stratosphere, 
rather that the lower stratosphere. In some cases, the warming is seen 
to begin in mid-latitudes and migrate poleward. Holton (1976) showed 
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this to be a characteristic of wavenumber two, indicating the need for 
both waves in the model. However, we noted a similar warming beginning 
at 650 and moving poleward for wavenumber one with the LH wind profile. 
The warming has also been observed to propagate downward, but this may 
be due to a misinterpretation of the data. The apparent downward pro-
pagation may be a result of the westward propagation of a thermal wave, 
which tilts westward wit}. increasing height (McInturff, 1978). 
For the warming studied by Kanzawa (1980), easterlies appeared 




in the upper stratosphere and then 
appeared to propagate both down and up. In the warming with wind model 
H, we also noted the spreading up and down of the zero wind line. 
The review of McInturff (1978) indicates that the SSW does not 
follow one set pattern; many variations are possible regarding the loc.a-
tion of maximum warming and where the easterlies first appear. There 
are also, of course, major and minor warmings. A major warming is de-
fined to be one in which (a) the latitudinal gradient of the zonally 
averaged temperature and (b) the zonal wind reverse below 10 mb (c. 35 km) 
at high latitudes. Often, temperature gradient reversals are seen but 
without a circulation reversal. This is especially true in the southern 
hemisphere. 
The warming of model H clearly fits into the category of a major 
SSW. In model LH, there was indeed a warming, but no circulation rever-
sal, whilst for model T, the latitudinal gradient of zonal mean tempera-
ture barely changed sign and, although easterlies did appear at high 
latitudes, by no means can we say that the polar night Jet broke down 
entirely. It may be claimed therefore that by using different initial 
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wind profiles, we have succeeded in reproducing major and minor warmings 
(within the limitations of the model). 
Warmings are not observed to occur in isolation. Kanzawa (1980) 
studied a pair of warmings, separated by about two weeks. He noted that 
spectacular major warmings are always preceded by smaller major or 
minor warmings. It appears that the first of the two warmings produces 
conditions more favourable for the second, larger warming. For example, 
his Figures 4 and 5(a) show that the first warming produced easterlies 
in the high latitude mesosphere, but did not cause a circulation break-
down. It did however leave an area of weak westerlies in mid-latitudes, 
and weak latitudinal shears to the north and south, where the circulation 
reversal associated with the second warming began. The sensitivity 
studies in this section give an indication of the importance of this 
mechanism, whereby one event can make conditions for a major warming 
more favourable. It was noted that for wind profile T, the weak west-
erlies in the mid-latitude lower stratosphere, combined with,·the dis-
tribution of refractive index, allowed the mean zonal winds to reverse 
there after only 13 days. The fact that warming events appear to be 
separated in time by about two weeks suggests the importance of travel-
ling planetary-scale waves in the stratosphere, which interfere construc-
tively and destructively with the orographically forced, stationary 
waves to produce fluctuations in mean zonal wind and temperature. These 
fluctuations may make the atmosphere more susceptible to lI.he influence 
of a particularly large amplitude wave, propagating up from the tropo-
sphere. 
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The warmings should therefore not, in general, be treated in 
isolation but as one (perhaps the final one) in a series of events 
throughout the winter stratosphere. The model used here is only a mech-
anistic one, designed to investigate a particular scenario, but it 
might be of interest to see whether or not a similar sequence of events 
could be reproduced. Nevertheless, the sensitivity to the basic state 
profiles provides an interesting insight into the differing behaviour of 
atmospheric SSW's. The distribution of basic state zonal wind and thus 
of refractive index is obviously of key importance to the SSW. It is 
also seen that the distribution of Clq/ Cle, P and!'. (or p F) are good 
cr-
diagnostic guides to what we can expect to happen in the atmosphere, 
given a large wave forcing from below. 
3.2 Sensitivity to amplitude of forcing function 
In the runs reported in Section 3.1, we used a forcing amplitude 
of 300 m. Although others have reported on the sensitivity of the 
results to the forcing amplitude (Mat SUllO , 1971; see also Holton and 
Mass, 1976), we do so here for the following reason. Since we are going 
to use the model with a long wave propagating up from below subject to 
high-altitude forcing, we do not wish our results to be construed as 
an examination of the effect of geomagnetic activity on the SSW. It is 
necessary to find a forcing amplitude, which will not lead to the rela-
tively catastrophic changes noted in the previous section. It also 
affords us an opportunity to examine the importance of the wave-mean 
flow interaction mechanism to the development of the wave. 
In Figure 17 we show the temporal development of wavenumber one 
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forcing amplitudes of 100 m, 200 m, and 300 m. Unless otherwise stated, 
the experiments reported here are with wind profile H. The response 
appears to be linear, as it should be, with the response to a 300 m 
forcing (applied throughout the period) three times as big as the res-
ponse to a 100 m forcing. After the onset of forcing, the atmosphere 
appears to settle into a quasi-steady state, although a gradual loss of 
energy is noted. We note also the quasi-periodic oscillations in all 
three cases, also decaying in amplitude with time. The period of the 
oscillations is about 15 days in all cases. Schoeberl and Strobel (1980) 
noted a similar oscillation in their quasi-geostrophic model of the SSW 
and attributed it to a travelling free mode of the model, excited by the 
lower boundary forcing. The travelling mode periodically reinforces 
and reduces the standing wave amplitude to produce the oscillations. 
These numerical oscillations agree well with observations of oscillations 
in planetary wave amplitude in the stratosphere wi th a pE~riod of about 
two weeks (Hirota, 1968). Madden (1978) argued that the oscillations 
were due to a combination of the quasi-stationary wave and a westward 
propagating free mode with a period of 16 days, rather than a quasi-
periodic forcing. 
In Figure 18, we show the same wave development but now the wave 
is allowed to interact with the basic state flow. The alert reader 
will notice that the distributions in Figure 7(a) and 18 (300 m) are 
not quite the same, in that a larger amplitude is evident between days 
20 and 25 in Figure 18. This is due entirely to the fact that in th.:' 
computer runs, from which Figure 7 was constructed, we used an earlier 
version of the model with the coefficient of Rayleigh friction given by: 
a
R 
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Figure 18 As Figure 17 but now wave-mean flow interaction 
is allowed. 
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Between 30 and 70 km, the damping rate due to this formulation is larger 
than that shown in Figure 3; so it is reasonable that smaller wave ampli-
tudes develop. Since the obj ect of Section 3.1 was a comparison between 
different wind profiles, and due to financial considerations, it was 
deemed unnecessary to repeat the experiments of that section with the 
newer formulation of a
R
• The differences do however indicate a sensi-
tivity to the parameterization of mechanical dissipation in the model. 
We also note that the damping rate due to the above formulation is faster 
than that given by Holton's (1976) equation for a
R
• This therefore ex-
plains why, when we use the same forCing function as Holton (1975), we 
still get smaller wave amplitudes than he did. 
For both the 200 m and 300 m forcings, the wave initially amplifies 
and then decays, as easterly winds appear. The quasi-bi-weekly oscil-
lation is again apparent in all three cases, but for a 300 m forcing, 
easterlies appear sooner than for the 200 m forcing case. As Figures 
5(a) and 6(a) showed, by day 25 the high latitude circulation has 
reversed with a 300 m forcing, but for the 200 m case this does not 
happen until between 30 and 40 days. Hence, the wave amplitude is al-
lowed to build up in the 200 m case; the maximum is over 1200 m whilst 
for the 300 m forcing the maximum is only about 1000 m. 
For the 100 m forcing a different picture emerges. Maximum am-
plitudes of nearly 1200 m do not occur until day 65. Since the forcing 
is weaker and in a sense therefore is less sudden (inasmuch a.s <H' / at 
at the boundary is smallest for a 100 m forcing), the basic state zonal 
wind profile changes little in this time. Even after 100 days, there 
has been no sudden warming; the polar night jet maximum has actually 
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moved poleward, whilst weakening a little. At 100 days, the maximum 
wind of 47 ms- 1 occurs at 700 and 47.5 km. 
In Figure 19, we show for 100 m, 200 m and 300 m forcing; (i) the 
temporal development of the u field as a function of latitude at 35 km, 
and (ii) the development of the u field as a function of height at 600 • 
We choose 3.5 km, since it roughly corresponds to the 30 mb level, the 
level to which a circulation reversal must extend for a major SSW. For 
the 100 m wave, winds weaken at low latitudes and strengthen at high 
latitudes at 35 km (Figure 19 (a, i», having first weakened there a 
little. However, at no time is the profile much changed from the orig-
inal. Easterlies appear briefly at 30
0 
after 50 days. At 60
0 
(Figure 
19(a,ii)) after 100 days the u field is essentially unchanged from its 
initial form. For the 200 m wave at 35 km (Figure 19(b,i)) easterlies 
appear first at mid-latitudes after 30 days, then spread poleward. As 
the wave amplitude decays, the wind profile relaxes back to weak west-
erlies at all but high latitudes at 35 km. The relaxation is brought 
about by Newtonian cooling, relaxing the basic state temperature profile 
to its initial state. Note that as westerlies re-assert themselves, 
wave amplitude begins to increase again. At 60
0 
(Figure 19(b,ii)), we 
see rapid deceleration as the zonal wind becomes easterly. The same 
sequence of events occurs for the 300 m forcing, except that the decel-
eration occurs sooner after the onset of forcing than for the 200 m wave. 
The easterlies appear almost simultaneously between 600 and the pole 
(Figure 19(c,i)). At 600 (Figure 19(c,ii)), the wind reversal never 
occupies the whole atmosphere, but winds are easterly throughout the 
o 
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Figure 19 For (a) 100 m, (b) 200 ID, and (c) 300 m forcing 
amplitudes, we show: (i) the development of the 
mean zonal wind field, u, at 35 km as a function 
of latitude6 and (ii) the development of the u field at 60 as a function of height. Units are 
m/ s, and stippled areas denote regions of easterly 
winds. 
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band of easterlies from pole to equator just below 35 km, which continues 
to block vertical wave propagation. o Instead, at 60 , we see the redevel-
opment of wave amplitude after 70 days below this level, confined by the 
zero wind line. 
In most of the solar-weather experiments reported in Chapter 4, we 
shall use the LH wind profile, since our upper boundary will be at 150 km 
and since Holton's wind data extend only to 90 km. We have run experi-
ments, with the LH wind profile to 150 km, similar to those discussed 
above; viz, forcings of 100 m, 200 m, and 300 m to 100 days. The results 
follow along similar lines to those for profile H, and we have not shown 
them here. For a 100 m forcing, wave amplitudes never exceed 300 m and 
the basic state wind profile remains almost completely untouched, even 
after 100 days. For a 200 m forcing, the wave amplitude reaches 550 m 
between 10 and 20 days, declines and then increases again to a maximum 
of about 850 m after 50 days, declining thereafter. After 50 days, u 
becomes negative at 600 in the lower stratosphere, but declines only 
slowly at all heights before this. For a 300 m forcing, the wave ampli-
tude increases to over 800m after 20 days, and then declines. A similar 
change in the u profile at 600 is noted as for the 200 m forcing, except 
that low-level easterlies first appear after 25 days. We again note a 
quasi-bi-weekly periodicity in the fields. 
Since the 300 m wave develops large amplitudes without creating 
large mean zonal wind changes before 25 days, we will use a forcing 
amplitude of 300 m in the solar-weather experiments, unless otherwise 
stated. The 25 day time span will be ample for the problem discussed 
in Chapter 4. 
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3.3 Sensitivity to static stability parameter 
In Section 2.1, we mentioned that the static stability parameter, 
N2 , is a constant in the model. This follows from an analysis of the 
energetics of the governing equations in Holton (1975, p. 33). Holton 
defined kinetic energy as: 
v 
where u is the total zonal wind ( = u + u') and v v + VI. Holton (1975) 
then defined available potential energy energy as: 
v 
where again ~ = ~ + ~I. Now, in the absense of diabatic terms and 
boundary fluxes of energy, the equation 
d 
dt (A + K) a (3.25) 
is only true if N2 = constant. Otherwise, there is a residual term in 
(3.25). Note that by virtue of separating the geopotential field into 
two parts, ~ and ~( = ~ + ~'), we had already constrained N2 to be at 
o 
most a function of height only. In order to define A, Holton made an 
approximation in the thermodynamic equation, neglecting the quantity 
wT as compared to wT (T is related to ~). Stevens (1981, unpublished 
000
manuscript) has shown however, that this approximate system does not 
conserve total energy, P + K, where P = total potential energy. 
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Summarising, it is the splitting off of the cjl field which deter-
o 
mines that N2 be a function of height only. With the approximate 
thermodynamic equation, the quantity A can be defined, but in order to 
satisfy (3.25), N2 must now be constant. In addition now, total energy 
is not conserved, which would seem to be an important requirement for 
the mode1. 
Since N2 is certainly not constant in the real atmosphere and since 
the quantity dq/ ae is a function of N2 , as well as u, it is of interest 
to see whether the SSW results are at all affected by the inclusion 
of a height-dependent N2 • The SSW experiment of Section 3.1 with wind 
profile H and a 300 m forcing is therefore repeated but with N2 deter-
mined from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (1976) distribution of tempera-
lure. In Figure 20 we show the resulting distribution of N2 with 
height, which should be compared with the constant value of 4 x 10-4 s-2 
assumed before. The distribution is determined by (2.5) and T is 
o 
shown in Figure 1. We have not shown the results, since the development 
of the SSW is very similar to the case when N2 is constant. However, 
we note the following: (a) the warming is retarded, the ii profile at 
25 days with N2 variable being about the same as that at 19 days with 
N2 constant; (b) the wave does not attain as large an amplitude as when 
N2 is constant, the maximum value being 900 m, compared to over 1000 m 
(Figure 7(a». 
Despite the radical departure of N2 from its usually assumed value 
of 4 x 10-4 s -2 the two distributions of dq/ ae differ little. It is 
interesting that Schoeberl and Strobel (1980), in a similar comparison 
between the SSW with constant and variable static stability, found that 
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Fjgure 20 
STATIC STABILITY x 10-
4 
Distribution of static stability, 
N2 x 10-4 s-2, from the U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere (1976). Dashed line shows 
the constant value of 4 x 10-4 s-2 
adopted in other calculations. 
4. THE SOLAR-WEATHER PROBLEM 
W! turn now to the question of whether or not enhanced geomagnetic 
activicy (EGMA) can influence long wave structure, and if so, can we 
notice any effects in the lower stratosphere or troposphere? As men-
tioned in the Introduction, we will impose a diabatic heating in the 
upper levels of the model. Hines' (1974) suggestion was that a solar 
disturbance might influence the reflection or absorption of planetary 
waves in the upper atmosphere. We will interpret this in terms of 
whether or not solar activity can alter the refractive index of the 
basic state atmosphere (i.e., dCjja6 introduced in Chapter 3). Since 
the value of N2 cannot change in the model, we are therefore asking 
whether or not solar activity can alter the basic state wind profile. 
If such a change can be brought about, we then ask whether or not the 
structure of planetary-scale waves in the lower atmosphere responds to 
the selar activity. 
I t should be mentioned from the outset that we have no hope of 
explaining apparent lower atmospheric responses to solar activity 
which occur within hours or even one or two days of the solar event. 
The vf~rtical group velocity of the forced, stationary waves, with which 
we an' dealjnz, is of the order of 6 kIn per day (Charney, 1949; Kanzawa, 
1980), Thus it would take on the order of two weeks for an influence 
to prc1pagate from the 100 kIn level to the surface. The question of 
sensitivity of tropospherically forced disturbances to upper atmospheric 
paramE :ters is still, however, of general interest. 
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4.1 Some remarks on t he model 
The parameterized physics in the primitive equations of meteorology 
must be modified to be applicable in the thermosphere. Speclfically, 
the effects of ion drag and viscous dissipation should be in;luded in 
the thermodynamic equation. Ion drag results from the colli3ion of 
neutral gas particles with charged particles and is a maximun during 
the day, when ionization is at its peak. The parameterizati m of ion 
drag used by Dickinson _et a1. (1975) indicates that one eomp)nent of 
ion drag maximizes between 300 km and 400 km and is 0(10 - 1)0) smaller 
below 150 km, with a characteristic damping time of 1-4 days. A second 
component of ion drag maximizes at 150 km, having a damping time of 
about one day. However, this term, A 
xy' 
is incorporated thr )Ugh the 
term (f - A ) (u,v) and since f exceeds A by a factor gre3.te.r than xy xy 
10, we feel justified in omitting ion drag up to 150 km, whi:::h will be 
the upper boundary in these calculations. 
Below the turbopause, at which level (c. 110 km) turbulence dies 
away, eddy processes dominate molecular processes in diffusing heat 
and momentum. The coefficient of molecular viscosity grows rapidly with 
height above 110 km, to the extent that above c. 300 km, large horizon-
tal and vertical shears cannot develop. The formulation of molecular 
viscosity implies that it will efficiently smooth out small-scale 
variations in wind. The linear drag term used in the model should, in 
principle, be replaced by molecular viscosity above the turropause. 
However, we retain it up to the 150 km level, since we do nc t intend to 
accurately model the thermosphere; the region above the soler-induced 
forcing will simply act as a sponge to prevent false reflect ions at the 
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up)er boundary from ruining the solution. Furthermore, a typical time 
sC.Lle associated with this dissipation mechanism does not decrease 
dr.Lmatically between no km and 150 km. 
Molecular heat conduction also becomes important above the turbo-
paolse. Above about 150 km, the thermal structure is determined by a 
ba _anc.8 of heating by absorption of extreme ultraviolet radl.ation (EUV) 
an.l downward heat conduction. In the lower thermosphere, however, the 
im)ortance of various terms in the thermodynamic equation has not been 
fu_ly resolved. Infrared cooling becomes small above 110 km, but we 
re:ain it up to 150 km for the same reasons as above. We have therefore 
un.lerestimated the thermal damping rate in the upper layers of the model 
atJ losphere. It should be pointed out that the Newtonian cooling approxi-
ma :ion is not good above c. 75 lan, where local thermodynamic equilibrium 
br ~a ks down. 
We remark at this juncture, that the study is aimed at gauging the 
set sitivity of planetary-scale Rossby waves, to modulations at high 
le\els. Physically, it seems reasonable that the longer the upper level 
fiEld of, say, dq/d6 is altered, the greater the chance of changing the 
lo~er-Ievel wave structure. The duration of the upper-level changes 
detend upon (a) the amplitude of forCing (in the context of the model), 
(b) the duration of such forcing, and (c) the nature of the dissipation 
mechanisms prevailing. If, therefore, our thermal and mechanical dissi-
pation rates are too small and yet even with prolonged, intense upper-
level forcing we still see no large changes in long-wave structure, a 
more accurate representation of dissipation should not alter the basic 
out~ome of our results. If, on the other hand, profound changes at 
lOwer levels are noted, we must re-examine the model's heat and momentum 
dis sipat ion. 
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The variability of winds at thermospheric levels is such that it is 
more difficult to define a seasonal mean profile of zonal wind than is 
the case in the lower atmosphere. Diurnal and semi-diurnal tidal vari-
ations are observed to be important in the thermosphere, as indicated by 
Craig (1965; Tables 8.5 - 8.7). The amplitude of these oscHlations is 
of the same order as the amplitude of the "mean" wind at thjs height 
(92 kIn) and observations indicate that tidal oscillations ir crease above 
this level. The init La1 mean zonal wind profile adopted InH iall',' tn 
this study is the LH profile introduced in Chapter 3. Use cf thIs scheme 
allows us to construct a wind profile up to 150 kIn. WhHst recognising 
the problem of whether or not a "mean" zonal wind profile hes any meaning 
in the lower thermosphere (or indeed above), given the genela1, mechan-
istic nature of our study, it provides a reasonable startin~ point. 
4.2 The nature of the forcing 
The two forms of solar energy which drive the thermosplleric circu-
lation are electromagnetic radiation and the solar wind. !.olar 
radiation with wavelengths greater than 200 nm passes throu);h the 
thermosphere to be absorbed in the lower atmosphere, but at. shorter 
wavelengths, EUV radiation is effectively absorbed within t'le thermo-
sphere. At solstice, this drives a direct meridional circu .. ation which 
involves ascent at summer hemisphere high latitudes, flow i1lto the 
winter hemisphere and descent at high latitudes in the wint, ~r hemi.sphere 
(Roble, 1977). At equinox, there is equatorial ascent, pol~ward flow 
and descent at high latitudes of both hemispheres. 
The charged flow from the sun, the solar wind, interac:s with the 
earth's magnetic field to form the magnetopause, an imperfe~t shield 
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against the solar wind. Some energy associated with the solar wind 
continu)usly enters the magnetosphere and interacts with the upper atmo-
sphere to produce aurorae, which are therefore always present in some 
form. rhe magnetosphere also stores energy from the solar wind and 
periodi c:ally releases it generating an auroral substorm. These occur, 
on aver~ge, five to six times daily. Finally, an event such as a solar 
flare c~n enhance the solar wind and create a geomagne.tic storm, which 
typically lasts between one and five days. The storm does not involve 
a sustained, constant influx of energy, but rather an increased frequency 
and intensity of auroral substorms. 
Er.ergy from the solar wind is given to the upper atmosphere by 
particle precipitation and by the dissipation of induced electric cur-
rents. The particle precipitation gives rise to the familiar auroral 
disp1a)s at high latitudes. It occurs primarily within the auroral 
oval, En approximately circular region of radius c. ISo of latitude, 
centrec On the geomagnetic pole. Figure 21 shows the distribution of 
the aUloral oval in both hemispheres. The dissipation of electric 
currents (such as the auroral electrojet), and consequent heating, is 
also in.portant in this region. During geomagnetic storms, the oval 
expandf equatorward and thus so does the region of dissipative heating. 
The dissipation of electric currents, which produces Joule heating, 
is the forcing mechanism which we use in this study. Although a geomag-
netic I,torm can last for several days, the amount of energy deposition 
during this time is highly variable in time (and space) and thus intense 
heatinL occurs on much shorter time scales. We will approximate this 
tempore.lly variable heating by a constant value, switehed on and off 
with a time dependence given by: 
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where tB and tE are the times at which forcing begins and ends. The 
-i forcilLg therefore reaches e of its maximum amplitude after about 30 
minutl~s, (and decays over the same time scale). The forcing is left 
on fOl' between two and five days. 
l:quation (2.41) shows the spatial distribution. of the diabatic 
heatilLg function assumed. It maximizes at height zF km and at latitude 
o We choose 6F to be 60 , in accordance with the equatorward 
expannion of the auroral oval during disturbed conditions. The scale, 
over Hhich the forcing decays, YE' is determined from the distribution 
of au::oral frequency (see Figure 21). In a full spherical model (Le., 
one wLthout our severe, spectral truncation), we would perhaps want to 
repre,ent the forcing in the auroral oval by a double series, involving 
spherlcal harmonics in the meridional direction, and exponential func-
tions (sines and cosines) in the latitudinal direction. In the truncated 
model, we take the forcing to be projected onto wavenumber one and onto 
the z,mally averaged flow (s = 0), which gives maximum net heating at 
some Longitude, A, with no net heating at A ± 1800 • This is equivalent 
to as mming that at all longitudes, maximum heating occurs at the same 
latitlde (6
F
), which is obviously an approximation, but for the purposes 
of thLs study, it will suffice. 
~~he greatest unknown in the. present study is the amplitude of the 
forcing. There are very few references in the literature to a heating 
rate, in terms of degrees per day, associated with Joule heating. There 
are, itowever, quotes of energy deposition rates into the thermosphere 
(or part of it). Cole (1962) derived a heating rate of 10-5 erg cm- 3s- 1 
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at 150 kIn due to a moderate geomagnetic storm. Ching and Chiu (1973) 
-7 -3-1 
arrived at a rather lower figure of 10 erg cm s ,but lhis applies 
to heating averaged over a greater depth of the thermospherl: than con-
sidered by Cole. Banks (1977) found a value for dissipativl~ heating 
from observations to be as large as 10- 5 erg cm- 3 s-1 at 1211 kIn. 
According to Roble (1977), the energy input to the thermosphere during 
17 18 -1 geomagnetically "quiet" conditions is 5 x 10 to 10 erg II ,and is 
ten times as large during a geomagnetic storm. Referring bLck to 
Table 1, Willis' (1976) estimate of the energy associated w:.th a storm 
lasting between two and three hours agrees with this figure 
If we take a value of dissipative heating rate at 150 ';Ill to be 
10- 5 erg cm- 3 s-l, we arrive at a heating rate of: 
dT 10-6 






This is obviously an extremely large heating rate if it app .. ies contin-
uously over a period of several days, and is more applicabl~ to heating 
on a relatively short time-scale (minutes rather than days). Although 
during an intense storm the rate of energy deposition may b ~ as high as 
10
19 
erg s-l, averaged over a matter of days it is smaller. 
Consider Willis' estimate of 10 18 erg s-l, acting over 104s. We 
adopt this value as being representative over two to five dlYS, and 
note that it is a factor of 10 smaller than the peak value 1uoted by 
Roble (1977). The rate is equivalent to the deposition of 1015 J during 
the time span. Instead, let this energy be deposited over two days, 
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so that the heating rate becomes 5.8 x 109 J s-l. Let this energy be 
d . d i I f h h b d d by latitude circles 55
0 
epos1te n a vo ume 0 t e atmosp ere oun e 
and 650 around the globe, and by the levels 110 km and 130 km. The 
volume of this box is 4.45 x 1017 m3 • Taking the density at 120 km, 
3.54 v 10-8 kg m- 3 to b i f h I fi d that ~ e representat ve 0 t e vo ume, we n over 
the two days the temperature increase of the atmosphere in the "box" 
-1 
is 63.8 K, equivalent to a heating rate of 31.9 K day • 
Calculations of Joule heating rates show that a maximum occurs 
betweer l10 km and 120 km, falling off above and below (see, for example: 
Banks, 1977; Hays et al. 1973). In addition, Banks (1979) has indicated 
-1 that Jcule dissipation may lead to heating rates of 1 - 10 K day 
in the upper mesosphere. 
Or the basis of these (limited) arguments, we choose a heating rate 
-1 
of 15 - 30 K day ,centred mostly in the lower thermosphere 
(ZF = 110 -120 km) but we also report on experjments with the heating 
maximi~ing at 70 km in the mesosphere. It is noted that only about 
50% of energy deposited in the thermosphere during a storm goes into 
Joule beating; the rest is associated with particle precipitation 
(Banks, 1977). 
DE~spite the limited areal nature of the forcing, it can at times 
10cal1~' exceed the heating due to absorption of EUV radiation, and 
DickinHon et al. (1975) have shown that this in turn is sufficient to 
cause L reversal of the thermospheric meridional circulation cell, 
either at high latitudes or occasionally throughout the hemisphere. 
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4.3 The effect of the heating on the basic state atmosphere 
It is obviously impracticable to run tens of experiments to gauge 
the effect of the forcing on the basic state atmosphere, each )ne with a 
different latitude or height of maximum forcing, amplitude or juration 
of forcing. We have performed only a few such experiments and hope that 
they provide sufficient illumination on the subject. 
We first apply a forcing (diabatic heat source) of amplit .lde 15 K 
-j 
day in the model. The heating is switched on at the start oE the 
integration, and for all experiments discussed in this section, there is 
no wave forcing at the lower boundary. The forcing parameters are 
a 
(YF' zF) = (60 , 115 km) and the duration of heating (in both the zonally 
averaged flow and wavenumber one) is two days. We let (YE' zE) 
o 
(5.4 , 9 km); these parameters will remain fixed in all cases. For 
reference, we show in Figure 22 the initial distribution of ;; .lp to 
150 km. The initial distribution of aq/ae up to 150 km is shown in 
Figure 9(b). 
After two days, when the heating ceases, a fairly large deceleration 
of winds has occurred centred at 45
0 
and 125 km. The mean zonal wind 
change (ti(t) - ti(o)) after two days is shown in Figure 23. The mean 
-1 
zonal wind has decreased by up to -23.2 ms ,so that an area ~f east-
erlies now appears in the high-level mid-latitudes. At the same eleva-
o 
tion but at around 70 , mean zonal winds have increased. Wind changes 
-1 
below the 90 km level do not exceed + 1 ms at any time, which we 
expect from the exponential increase of density with decreasing height:. 
The heat source initially induces a meridional flow away from the 
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Figure 22 Initial mean zonal wind profile for 
the solar-weather experiments. From: 
Lindzen and Hong (1974). Stippled area 























Mean zonal wind change after two days 
i.e., (~(2d)-~(0)) with upper-level 
heating but no lower boundary forcing. 
The heating amplitude is 15 K day-I, 





After one day, v has attained a value of -1.5 ms- 1 at 450 • This in 
- -1 itself gives an instantaneous value for dU/dt of -13.3 ms per day. 
At the same time the eddy momentum flux convergence here gives on accel-
eraticnan order of magnitude smaller; so the mean zonal wind change is 
principally due to the coriolis torque. The sudden onset (and decay) of 
heatir:g v;ri11 give rise to gravity wave motion.. This and the induced 
larger-scale motion will tend to redress the imbalance between the mean 
temperature and wind fields, which the heating causes. In addition, 
the damping mechanisms will act to return both the perturbation and 
mean flows to their initial state. 
There are two unrealistic aspects of this simulation. First, there 
is the problem of underestimated di.ssipation, mentioned above. In 
additton, the mean wind field is not subj ect to explicit dissipation, 
only jmplicitly through Newtonian cooling. The addition of this would, 
of co~rse, lead to a more rapid return of the basic state to its initial 
value after the cessation of forcing. Second, Dickinson et a1. (1975) 
noted that a high-latitude storm generated upward motion above the 
storm, with equatorward flow above 150 km, although it should be pointed 
out tl,at their forcing was at a higher altitude, the maximum forcing per 
unit n~ss occurring at 220 km. It is certainly possible that the lid 
at 15(1 km is causing the meridional flow noted above 100 km. To test 
the effect of the lid, we have made two trial runs. The initial mean 
-1 
zonal wind is set to zero everywhere and a heating of 15 K day is 
imposed at (600 , 115 km) for two days. In the first case, the lid is 
at 15(1 km; in the second case it is at 250 km. The resulting change of 
U at ]25 km is almost the same in the two cases after two days. The 
mean meridional wind field is also almost unchanged by putting the lid 
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up higher. We were unable to set the lid any higher than 250 km since 
the calculation in this case "blows up" before one day, presumably due 
to the combined effect of very low density and inefficient damping at 
high altitudes. The experiment however lends some credence to the 
results discussed above. 
In Figure 24, we show the mean zonal wind change at latitudes 500 
and 70
0 
as a function of height after 2, 6 and 10 days. Both poleward 
and equatorward of the forcing, the maximum changes are at the same alti-
tude, although are of different amplitudes, presumably becauSE! of geomet-
rical constraints at high latitudes (v must be zero at the pole). The 
disturbance decays rather slowly, although we can change this by changing 
the model damping mechanisms. 
The induced wind shears produce a large change in the fiEld of 
aq/ae, which we show for day two in Figure 25. An area of laIge values 
(>3) has developed around 650 and 117.5 kIn, whilst negative \alues have 
developed equatorward. The area of large, positive aq/ae is conducive 
to wave energy propagation (locally), but we note that the twc' regions 
of high, positive aq/ae (in the lower thermosphere and lower !;tratosphere) 
are separated by a region of very small aq/ae. Thus we would expect 
any wave energy emanating from the lower atmosphere to be guiced away 
from the region of storm effects; so we can anticipate little change of 
planetary wave structure in the lower atmosphere due to the s::orm. The 
field of oq/ae relaxes to its "pre-storm" distribution after about 
six days. 
Obviously, if we increase the amount of energy depositiol into the 
lower thermosphere, either by an increased storm duration or )y an 
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WIND CHANGE (ms- ' ) 
Change of basic state zonal wind, 
- - 0 (u(t)-u(06)' at 50 (left, negative) 
and at 70 (right, positive) after 
2, 6, and 10 days. Forcing amplitude 
is 15 K day-l applied between days 
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Figure 25 Latitude-height distribution of 3q/3e after 
two days with upper-level heating but no 
lower boundary forcing. The heating amplitude 
is 15 K day-I, the duration is two days, and 
o -(YF,zF)=(60 ,115km). Areas of negative 3q/ae 
are stippled. 
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duration of upper-level, basic state changes. In one experiment, we 
have allowed the storm to persist for five days. At this timet winds 
have decreased by over 45 ms- 1 at (45°, 125 km) and have increased by 
-1 0 -
16.3 ms at (75 , 120 km). Also the distribution of aq/ae after five 
days is about the same as it was after two days with a two day heating, 
but again there is a region or: low jq/c!8 in Lh~ mesosphere. If 'We: return 
-1 
to a two day forcing, but with a max~~um amplitude of 30 K day ,the 
-1 
effect is very similar to a five day forcing of 15 K day , with similar 
changes in u and aq/ae being noted. 
Following the observations of Banks (1979) that Joule dissipation 
may cause heating in the upper mesosphere, we have performed a second 
set of experiments, with heating maximizing at 70 km. The assumed 
heating rate is larger than that quoted by Banks (1979) and may be at a 
rather low altitude; thus the results should be viewed as something of 
an upper bound on expected behaviour. 
-1 
For a 15 K day heating for two 
days at (YF, zF) = (60°, 70 km), we show in Figure 26 the mean zonal 
wind change after two days. In Figure 27 we show the same field at 50° 
and 70° as a function of height at selected times, and in Figure 28 we 
show the latitudinal gradient of potential vorticity after two days. 
These should be compared with Figures 23-25. 
As expected, the major changes now occur at a lower elevation, about 
10 km above zF' There are also mean zonal wind changes induced in the 
lower thermosphere and we note ~he broad latitudinal effect of the 
heating. Again, in the immediate vicinity of the heating, a meridional 
flow away from YF occurs. The field of oq/oe is increased poleward of 
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Figure 26 As Figure 23 but with (YF,zF)=(60o,70km). 
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Figure 28 As Figure 25 but with (YF,zF)=(60o,70km). 
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a(j) a6 extending through the middle atmosphere. The region of negative 
aq/a6 around 90 km at polar latitudes, which was present initially 
(Figure 9(b)), has now vanished and has not been re-established after 
10 days. 
We may therefore expect to be more hopeful, regarding a modification 
of planetary wave structure, when the forcing Is located at a lower 
level. This follows simply by inspection of the aq/a6 fields. 
4.4 Joule heating and planetary wave structure 
We come finally to the major question of the thesis: can upper-
level heating influence lower atmosphere planetary wave structure? By 
wave structure we mean both wave amplitude and phase. The input of heat 
in the upper atmosphere must create local changes in wave structure, 
since we are forCing both the zonally averaged flow and wavenumber one, 
but this need not imply that any such changes will extend beyond the 
immediate vicinity of the forcing. Also, any changes which do occur may 
be quite short lived, since the heating does not persist for long. 
Our procedure is to force a wave of maximum amplitude 300 m at the 
lower boundary (10 km), as we did in the SSW experiments, and allow the 
forcing to proceed for some time, in order that the planetary wave be-
comes well established. At some time after the lower boundary wave 
forcing has begun, we introduce an upper level heat source, as specified 
in Section 4.3, i.e., we use the same amplitudes, durations and locations 
of maximum forcing as discussed above. We can then examine the planetary 
wave structure to see what effect the heating has had. 
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Our first experiment will serve as a control. The lower level 
wave is forced but there is no upper level forcing. Fi.gure 29 shows 
the time-height development of wave geopotential amplitude from day 
zero to day 24 (solid lines). The wave amplitude grows to over 600 m 
at 10 days, declines and then rises again to over 750 m around 22 days. 
The figure differs a little from Figure 7(b) because of the Rayleigh 
friction parameterization (see Section 3.2). During the 24 day period 
of integration, the mean zonal winds gradually weaken below the meso-
pause, but only become easterly in a very small region of the 
mid-latitude lower stratosphere at day 24. In the lower thermosphere, 
a region of easterly mean zonal winds begins to develop at high lati-
tudes after 14 days. 
In our second experiment, we turn on the diabatic heat source at 
o 
(YF' zF) = (60 , 115 km) between days 14 and 16. We choose this time 
since it is approximately the amount of time required for the wave's 
influence to reach the lower thermosphere. In Figure 30, we show the 
distribution of u and oq/oe at the onset of forcing. They are not quite 
the same as in Figures 22 and 9(b) because of the wave forcing from 
below. The behaviour of the mean fields at upper levels following the 
forcing is very much as described in Section 4.3. The easterlies, which 
in the absence of forcing were developing at high latitudes around 
110 km, are replaced by westerlies, whilst equatorward of 600 , an 
easterly flow develops. A region of relatively large oq/a6 develops 
poleward of the forcing, somewhat reducing the extent of the area of 
negative oq/ae at the polar mesopause. The wave amplitude grows to 
o over 400 m at 65 and 125 km at 16 days, but the effect is very local-
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Time-height development of wave geopotent1al 
o amplitude at 60 • Solid lines: lower boundary 
forcing only; dashed lines: lower boundary 
forcing and upper-level heating of 15 K day-l 
o between days 14 and 16 with (YF,zF)=(60 ,115km). 
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Latitude-height distribution of (a) u, and (b) 3q/d8 at 14 days, just before 
upper-level heating is switched on. Stippled areas denote regions of negative 






o wave geopotential field between days 16 and 20 at 60 when diabatic 
heating is added. Below 80 km, changes in geopotential amplitude are 
of the order of 1 m, and even at 100 km they do not exceed 20 m. Furth-
ermore the changes decay rapidly with time after the heating is switched 
off. 
In Fi.gure 31 we show the wave amplitude and phase at 60
0
, with and 
without forcing at days 16, 18 and 20. Below about 80 km, differences 
in wave amplitude are too small to be of significance. The same is true 
for the phase structure of the wave. In their study of wave sensitivity 
to changes in basic state zonal wind, Geller and Alpert (1980) noted 
that changes in wave structure were seen only up to three scale heights 
below the level of forcing, and at all levels above (see their 
Figures 9-11). Using our representative scale height, H = 7 km, means 
that according to them, we should see no change in wave structure below 
about 95 km. In fact, we do see changes about 30 km below the forcing 
level, but they are only small. If we consider either an increased 
duration of forcing (from days 14 to 19) or an increased amplitude of 
forcing (30 K day-l for two days), we find very similar results. The 
wave amplitude forced at 115 km in this case is bigger than shown in 
Figure 31, but the difference between forced and unforced wave structure 
again becomes very small below 90 km. 
The presence of the zero wind line in the lower thermosphere gUides 
wave energy away from the location of the storm. At the onset of 
forcing, the region of low aqja8 at high latitudes around 80-90 km 
guides lower atmospheric wave energy away from the region of the storm, 
and the easterly winds generated by the storm in the thermosphere con-
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AMPLITUDE l m) PHASE (deV'''') 
Variation with height of wave geopotential 
amplitude and phase at 60
0 
with lower 
boundary forcing, and without (solid lines) 
and with (dashed lines) upper-level forcing 
at (a) 16 days, (b) 18 days, and (c) 20 days. 
Forcing amplitude is 15 K day-l between days 
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Latitude-height distribution of F at day 
16 with lower boundary forcing but without 
upper-level heating. 
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tion of the vector quantity! at day 16 without diabatic heating. There 
is convergence of wave energy flux above the polar night jet and little 
wave energy flux up into the thermosphere; the vectors are almost hori-
zontal above the polar night jet. The field of! after 16 days is 
unaltered by the impact of the heating (whichever duration and amplitude 
we choose). 
-1 For a 15 K day forcing for two days, the heat and momen-
tum fluxes generated do not noticeably alter the wave energy flux field. 
In our next experiment, we lower the level of maximum forcing to 
a -1 70 km, with YF = 60 and a forcing of 15 K day is applied now between 
days 10 and 12. The basic state zonal wind field at 10 days is very 
much like that shown in Figure 30(a), except that the upper level region 
of easterlies has yet to form. The field of aq/as is also very similar 
to that shown in Figure 30(b). In Figure 33 we show the time-height 
development of the wave geopotential amplitude field, with and without 
heating; and in Figure 34 we show the wave geopotentia.l amplitude distri-
bution at 14 days, again with and without forcing. There is a more 
sizeable impact on the wave structure when the forcing is at 70 km than 
when it is at 115 km; this is not entirely unexpected, since the forcing 
is now much closer to the polar night jet, the area in which the wave 
amplitude lnaximizes. The effect of the heating at 70 km is more pro-
longed than with heating at 115 km. The lowest level at which changes 
in wave geopotential amplitude are seen is 30 km, but changes here are 
only about 1 m. Changes of up to 10 m are seen at 40 km. In Figure 35 
we show the wave structure at 600 for days 12, 14 and 16. The height of 
maximum wave amplitude is raised by the heating for about five days 
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the heating. Again, the depth to which changes are created by the storm 
are in agreement with the results of Geller and Alpert (1980). 
The wave energy flux vectors at day 12 are significantly modified 
by the storm. As Figure 36(a) shows, wave energy is normally guided 
through the polar night jet maximum towards the equator, being deflected 
away from the region of negative 3q/a6 at the polar mesopause. The 
storm causes these values to become positive (the distribution of dq/38 
at day 12 is very similar to that shown in Figure 28) and consequently 
wave energy can be guided up through the high latitude mesosphere. 
Figure 36(b) shows the field of F after 12 days of forcing. The 
increased vertical orientation of the vectors reflects the fact that 
eddy heat flux is doubled in amplitude by the storm with its maximum 
around 70 kIn. By day 14, there is still enhanced vertieal wave energy 
flux above 70 km at middle and high latitudes after the storm has passed, 
but it is decaying as values of 3q/38 return to be small or negative 
between 80 km and 90 km at high latitudes. 
Summarizing, the effect of the storm is quite locali.zed in both 
space and time. With a high level storm, the low values of ;Jq'; 30 
between the lower and upper atmosphere (large upper level values being 
induced by the storm) largely prevents the flow of wave energy to the 
region of forcing, as we anticipated in Section 4.3. For a storm-
induced heating at 70 km, the effect on planetary wave structure is more 
pronounced and also more sustained. In both cases however, there is 
little or no modification of wave structure below about (zF - 3U km) 
and thus there can be no modification of wave structure in the lower 
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stratosphere or troposphere. The pre-existing distrihut:ion of :lq/()\i 
and the distribution induced by the storm are obviously of importance, 
when considering the extent of changes caused by a stann. 
We finally consider briefly whether or not the time at which an 
upper level storm occurs, in relation to the amplification of the large-
scale wave below, is a determining factor in the storm's influence. 
We noted above that a storm at 70 kIn had a more pronounced effect on 
wave structure than did a storm at 115 km. The lower level storm was 
applied at an earlier stage of the large-scale wave's development, 
simply because we used the t.ime for the wave's influence to reach the 
level zF as a convenient temporal marker for switching on the forcing. 
Examination of the wave development in Figure 29 shows that amplitudes 
dip after about two weeks of forcing, and are at their peak at 10 days 
and between 20 and 25 days. We have repeated the experiment with a 
15 K day-l heating at (YF' zF) = (60
0
, 115 kIn), but with heating applied 
between (a) 10 and 12 days, and (b) 20 and 22 days. The timing of the 
storm, with respect to the large-scale wave development, is found to 
be immaterial. We find changes below 100 kIn to be of the same. order as 
those shown in Figure 31, and they penetrate to similar atmospheric 
depths. 
4.5 Experiments with a different wind profile 
In both Chapters 3 and 4 we have noted the importance of the basic 
state wind profile, and thus the basic state refractive index distribu-
tion, in determining the development of planetary-scale wave structure 
and thereafter of either a stratospheric sudden warming or of the acmos--
phere's response to a geomagnetic storm. In Chapter 3 .it was show!! that 
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Holton's wind profile allowed a larger wave to develop than did wind 
profile LH. We used Lindzen and Hong's (1974) scheme to generate a 
basic state wind field, because it can easily produce such a profile up 
to any desired height. In the light of the results of Chapter 3 how-
ever, we have constructed a second wind profile based on Holton's data. 
An interpolation routine was used to fit a smooth curve to the wind 
data between 47.5 km and 67.5 km and to the value u = 0 at 150 km. 
Values at 2.5 km spacings are then produced for our initial mean zonal 
wind profile, which is shown in Figure 37. Below 67.5 km, the profile 
is the same as in Figure 4(a). The profile has the benefit of enhanced 
wave propagation in high latitude regions, because of the "tongue" of 
high v·alues of 3q/ ae extending to high latitudes at low levels (see 
Section 3.1). 
As with the experiments reported in Section 4.3, we first apply a 
heating of 15 K day-l at (YF' zF) = (60
0
, 115 km) for two days without 
a lower boundary wave forcing. We again see the development of east-
erly winds, centred at 50
0 
and 125 km, and there is some acceleration 
of mean zonal winds at 70
0 
at the same altitude. The response is very 
similar to that with the LH wind profile. 
Next. we introduce the lower boundary wave, with the same heating 
characteristics as above applied between days 14 and 16. In Figure 38, 
a we show the structure of the wave at 60 after 16 days, with and without 
forcing. As before. there are no significant changes in wave structure 
below 70 km. We can attribute this finding to the efficiency of the 
mean wind field for guiding wave energy upward, which is such that winds 
in the entire thermosphere become easterly after 10-12 days. Thus a 
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storm occurs. Nevertheless, we can infer from the work presented here 
and from Geller and Alpert (1980) that even with the initial profile of 
mean zonal wind, the planetary wave structure below the mesopause would 
not be altered by the thermospheric storm, and we would certainly not 
expect the wave structure in the lower stratosphere or troposphere to 
be altered by the storm. 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A limited review of the literature concerning solar·-weather effects 
on time scales on the order of one month or less) has revealed that the 
atmosphere may indeed respond to ana.malous solar activity, 1. e., that we 
may see c.hanges in a·tmospheric pressure, temperature and wind following, 
say, a solar flare or in response to thE: 27 day sola.r rotation period" 
I 
Such responses have been c.lea.rly demonstrated in the thermosphere, but 
the evidence is rather more tenuous below the mesopause. Caution is 
advised in interpreting the results, since in some cases (e.g., Hicks 
and Justus (1970», correlations have been made between atmospheric 
parameters and parameters which supposedly reflect the behaviour of the 
sun in some sense, but which in fact may be modulated by the atmosphere's 
behaviour (e.g., Hines' (1973) discussion, regarding the index Kp). In 
other instances, different interpretations of the statistical results 
have been put forward (e.g., King et al. (1977); Schafer (1979)). 
The work of Wilcox ~t al. (1973), relating atmospheriC vorticity to 
solar magnetic sector crossings. has added i.mpetus to the field, because 
the sector crossings are unquestionably related to the behaviour of the 
sun. However, even if a connection between the atmosphE:re' s behaviour 
and that of the sun has been proven (which many believe is not the 
case). a physical ba.sis for the linkage has yet to be established. 
Comparisons between the energy associated with the General Circulation 
of the atmosphere and that associated with such solar-related events as 
a geomagnetic storm, even an intense one, (e.g., Wi.llis (1976»), pre-
elude the. idea that atmospheric var.iations can be induced by a direct 
deposition of energy into the lower atmosphere. Consequently, some 
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indirect means have been sought to connect solar-induced changes at 
upper levels with atmospheric variations at lower levels. 
Of the mechanisms put forward, we have chosen to investigate that 
suggested by Hines (1974). This holds that changes in the atmosphere's 
structure at upper levels may influence the development and resulting 
structure of planetary-scale waves in the lower atmosphere. In the 
nomenclature of dynamic meteorology, a solar-related event may induce 
changes in the basic state (i.e., zonally averaged) wind and static 
stability structure of the atmosphere, and thereby alter the ability of 
planetary-scale waves to propagate through the atmosphere. This follows, 
because from quasi-geostrophic theory, the equation governing the 
structure of a planetary-scale wave can be couched in the form of an 
equation representing the propagation of the wave through an atmosphere 
with a variable index of refraction. This index of refraction in turn 
is a function of the basic state wind and static stability. 
The sensitivity of wave structure to the distribution of basic 
state wind (and therefore to the distribution of refractive index) has 
been shown by Schoeberl and Geller (1976). In the course of this study, 
we have made similar findings, and thus we are in a position to question 
the sensitivity of planetary-scale wave structure to modulations in 
refractive index, induced by solar events at relatively high altitudes. 
We have constructed a numerical model to test Hines' hypothesis. 
The model is based on the primitive equations of meteorology within a 
hemisphere, and is time-dependent. The atmospheric fields are split 
into a zonally averaged part and a zonally varying part, which is 
severely truncated to allow only one wave. In this study, we have 
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considered only wavenumber one. The model is a slightly different 
version of that developed by Holton (I976) to study the stratospheric 
sudden warming (SSW). We have examined the sensitivity of the model 
response to various factors (initial basic state wind, static stability, 
amplitude of forcing and, by accident, mechanical dissipation) in the 
context oJ: the SSW and have found that considerable variations occur. 
The wind profile originally used by Helton (1976) leads to a SSW, which 
appears to come within the definition of a "major" warming. On the other 
hand, experiments with two different wind profiles, which are qualita-
tively similar to Holton's, produce warmings which might be termed 
"minor". The differences arise because of the differing initial distri-
butions of the latitudinal gradient of basic state potential vorticity 
(d-q/ ae), which to a first approximation is the same as the refractive 
index (in quasi-geostrophic theory). A larger wave (in the sense of 
geopotential amplitude) is allowed to develop with Holton's wind profile, 
than in the other two cases, and thus there are larger eddy heat and 
momentum fluxes and flux convergences. It is these flux convergences, 
and the counter effects of adiabatic warming or cooling and coriolis 
torques, which drive the SSW. 
Following Holton (1980, 1981) and Holton and Wehrbein (1980), the 
combined effects of eddy heat and momentum fluxes is examined through 
the distribution of the vector quantity F, which is analagous to the 
Eliassen-Palm wave energy flux. The distribution of F at selected times 
reveals how wave energy is "guided" away from regions with negative 
refractive index, and similarly is "guided" toward regions with large, 
positive values of refractive index. 
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It perhaps has not been stressed sufficiently to this point that 
the wave structure responds to the distribution of refractive index 
(the quantity Qs in (3.3). We have throughout the study referred only 
to the distribution of aq/ae, but in fact there are two other terms 
which comprise Qs, and examination of (3.3) reveals that the distribution 
of 3q/ae is a somewhat liberal guide to expected wave energy propagation 
and thus to wave structure. The sensitivity of wave structure to the 
model's mechanical dissipation parameterization was noted in Section 3.2. 
There is undoubtably mechanical dissipation of wave energy at high 
levels of the atmosphere, since the forced, large-scale, quasi-stationary 
waves are observed to decay in amplitude above the polar night jet. 
The distribution of this dissipation is uncertain, however, and ~e have 
therefore used a simple expression for its vertical variation, in common 
with other workers. We have also used a simple parameterization of 
thermal damping, despite the availability of more reasonable schemes 
for including Newtonian cooling (e.g., Dickinson (1973». 
We have been concerned here only with the sensitivity of wave 
structure (in both the SSW and the solar-weather studies) to changes jn 
basic state wind. As discussed in Chapter 3, the static stability 
parameter, N2 , must remain fixed during the calculations. However, 
wave structure is also sensitive to the static stability distribution. 
It would be interesting to pursue the effect that variable static stabil-
ity had on the development of the SSW, as discussed in Section 3.3. 
Specifically. the development of the SSW may be altered by allowing N2 
to be determined by the complete basic state temperature field (rather 
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than a part of it, as is the case here), with its spatial and temporal 
variability. 
Our experiments concerning the solar-weather problem have indicated 
that we should not expect to see tropospheric or lower-stratospheric 
wave structure respond to solar effects at high altitudes. These results 
are in agreement with earlier work of Geller and Alpert (1980). who 
simply prescribed changes in the mean flow, rather than calculating such 
changes as a response to solar variability. The identification of dia-
batic heating in the model with Joule dissipation heating in the atmo-
sphere is useful in terms of being able to cite a reason for imposing 
such a heating in the model. However, the uncertainty attached to the 
observed distribution, amplitude and duration of Joule dissipation 
heating in the atmosphere, and our crude methods of representing the 
distribution and rather liberal estimates of heating amplitudes and 
locations (not to mention the simplified atmospheric model used), mean 
that we are only providing an estimate of what we may expect to happen 
in the real atmosphere. 
Nevertheless, and despite the large heating rates and low levels of 
maximum forcing we have assumed in some experiments (e.g., a 30 K day-l 
heating of both the zonally averaged flow and wavenumber one at 70 Ian), 
we have been unable to induce a lower-atmospheric response to an upper 
level "storm". The concepts introduced in Chapter 3, namely the distri-
bution of 8q/3S and of F, prove useful in diagnosing the experiments. 
Heating in the lower thermosphere produces changes in values of 3q/3S, 
which are conducive to wave propagation. However, the changes are of a 
sufficiently local nature, that middle atmospheric refractive indices 
are unchanged, and thus wave energy flux is diverted away from the 
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"storm" region. For a "storm" at lower altitudes, the effect on wave 
structure is quite considerable in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, 
but still no effects are noticed in the lower stratosphere. 
We have examined the consequences of upper atmospheric effects on 
the lower atmosphere, since this was Hines' original suggestion. To 
perform similar experiments, but with solar-induced changes at lower 
altitudes, could imply that a mechanism other than Joule heating would 
have to be invoked to explain the basic state atmospheric changes. As 
noted in Chapter 1, the solar proton event of August 1972 produced 
considerable changes in the distribution of atmospheric ozone. and yet 
the findings of Schoeberl and Strobel (1978) seem to indicate that this 
too has a negligible effect on the lower atmosphere. 
In the context of this model therefore, and in the light of other 
studies, it appears that we have no hope of explaining lower atmospheric 
responses to solar variations (i.e., solar-weather effects) through the 
intermediary effect of planetary-scale waves. 
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APPENDIX 1 1-1 ST OF SYJvlBOLS 
available pot:entia] energy 
typical depth scale; diffusion operator 
analog of wave energy flux (see (3.20» 
scale height (= 7 km) 
diahatic heating fUllct ion 
diffusi0n coefficIent (K/Ay~ ') x 
kinet i I: dwrgy 
typical length scale 
-4 static stability parameter (= 4 x 10 s 
total potential ene.rgy 
-1 
s ) ~ 
analog of '_lllasi--geostrophjc potent inJ vorl..k it;; r lux 
(see 0.19») 
perturbatiort and zonally averaged diabat.ir hea!. son:"",., 
(refract:ive index) /' 
gas constant for dry air 
Rossby number := (U/2~-2L) 
diahatic terms in perturbatioTl and mean p,)(ential 
vorticity equations 
temperature 
typical velocity scale; zonally averaged zona] 
wind l ~e-zI2H) 
(
-e. --z/2H·) zona lly averaged meridiona 1 wind ~~ v 





























earth I S radius 
specific heat of dry air at constant pressure 
coriolis parameter 
gravitational acceleration 
maximum amplitude of forcing wave 
latitudinal index in numerical model (regular grid) 
latitudinal index in numerical model (staggered grid) 
vertical index in numerical model 
2na/N 
longitudinal wavenumber (= s/acos8) 
temporal index in numerical model 
(refractive index)2 
pressure 
perturbation and zonally averaged potential vorticity 
latitudinal gradient of basic state potential vorticity 
longitudinal wavenumber 
time 
perturbation and zonally averaged zonal wind 
perturbation and zonally averaged meridional wind 
residual meridional velocity 
perturbation and zonally averaged vertical wind 
residual vertical velocity 
longitudinal coordinate (= a cos8.A) 
latitudinal coordinate (= a8) 
latitude of maximum diabatic heating and e-folding 


















vertical coordinate ("" Hln(p Ip»)' 
, (l 
height of maximum diabatic heating and e-folding 
scale of forcing 
amplitude of cliabatic heating 
momentum flux divergence 
heat flux and its divergence 
horizontal, vertical operator!'; 







cose (Appendix III) 
parameter in Asselin time filter (:: .(2) 
globally averaged density (~ p (z»)1 
, 0 
- 1 
dissipative (e-fold ing time) '; 1 ref[\H~ltC' 'l (Append Lxf I ! ) 
angular veloCity (u/acos8) 
dp/dt 
horizontal, verttcal, temporal increment,; ill n.llll f " i,~8! 
lIlodel 
perturbat ion and zonally averaged geopotell(' ia1 




zonally averaged initial geopote.ntial co l¥* e. 
zonally averaged geopotential 
frequency of ('art]" s rotation 
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APPENDIX II INDICES OF GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY 
C: A value of between 0 and 2 is assigned to the fluctuation in 
Ci.: 
the Earth's magnetic field strength and direction at one location. 
o = quiet; 1 = moderately disturbed; 2 = greatly disturbed. 
A daily average of C values at all observatories. 0.0 
2.0 =, most disturbed, on a global basis. 
quiet; 
K: An index of the largest excursion of magnetic field strength in 
all three directions over a three hour period at one station. 
o = quiet; 9 = most disturbed. 
Kp: A "planetaryll version. of K. in which values of K at 12 stations 
between geomagnetic latitudes 48° and 63
0 
in both hemispheres 
are averaged. 
Cp: Global value of Kp, derived from eight consecutive values of Kp. 
0.0 = quiet; 2.0 = most disturbed. The value of Cp is approxi-
mately logarithmically proportional to the range of values 
defining Kp. 
Ap: As Cp, but the values are approximately linearly proportional to 
the range of values defining Kp. 
Dst: A measure of equatorial geomagnetic activity due to ring currents. 
Variations in ring current at equal longitude spacings are taken 
at latitudes away from the region of the auroral and equatorial 
electroj et. 
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AE: A measure of activity in the auroral zone, dE:riv8lt from di[f(~r-
enc.es around a latitude circle of the horizontal Plectrif' ,:.urrent 
over short time intervals. 
Solar magnetic sector structure: 
The solar magnetic field j s divided into four Se(~1:ors. LI1 each, 
the magnetic field polarity is fixed, hut oppositely directed 
from that in neighbouring sectors. The pC'larity l'" either toward 
or away from the sun, as Figure Al schemat.ically Lnd "ic.atef-;. 'l'lle 
pattern rotates with the sun, once every 27 days (apl,rDximate.Lv I. 
Thus, as the sun rotates, the polarity of the SOl<11 magnetic 





Flgm:" 1\1 Observed solar magnet ic sector structure. frL,;), 
Herman and Goldberg (1978). Arrows dent.·lot.:! J,-h"ur 
measurements of interplanetary magnetic fiel.j 
direction. 
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APPENDIX III ANALYSIS FOR BOUNDARY FORCING FlmCTION 
Matsuno (1970) and Holton (1976) used different forcing functions 
at their model lower boundaries. The two correspond to the function 
given by (2.39) with s = 2 and 1, respectively. Holton (1976) used a 
sin2 profile at the lower boundary, in order to satisfy the condition 
a~'/ay = 0 at the pole for wavenumber two. However, as we show below, 
we must also have a2~'/ay2 = 0 at the pole for wavenumber one. Holton's 
(1976) function does not meet this requirement, whereas (2.39) does. 
Consider the perturbation equations of motion, linearised about a 
motionless, adiabatic, isothermal basic state, in spherical geometry: 
au I 3<li' 
at - fv' = - a;c 
av' -- + fur 
at 
a 
at (~:') o 
au' 1 a(v' cose) -- + -- ~....:...--=...:...=.~ 
ax cose ay 
+ (~ - 1)' w' = 0 \az H ' 
where x = acos6.A and y = ae (e is latitude). 
We eliminate w' between (111.3) and (111.4) and, assuming 




iau - fv 
iav + fu 

















Equations (III.6) - (IIL8) are the horizontal equations, which 
can be reduced to Laplace's Tidal Equation. The separation constant, 
h, is called the equivalent depth. The Vertical Structure Equation in 
Z is not used here. 
We define ~ = cose and expand all variables in power series in ~, 
where we assume ~ to be small (i.e., we are near the pole) . 
Thus, for example, 
2 u = Uo + ul~ + u;W + ... (IIT.9) 
Substituting the expanded variables into (lIT. 6) - (III. 8) yields: 
ia (uO + Ul]l + U2]l2 + ... ) - 20. (1 - ~2 - ••• \ (vo + vIP + V21j2+ ••• ) 
\ j 
ia (vo + vl~ + V2]l2 + ... ) + 2n (1 ]12 - ... ) - 2-
1 (1 _ ~2 _ ... ) (¢I = -a 
is 2 
(uo + ul~ + u2~ + ... ) 
a~ 
+ HzJ.l + 3¢3J.l
2 
~ _ ~2 _ ••• ) (v, + 2V2" + 3V3"2 + ... ) 1 
a 




(u 0 +- uIP 
... ) 
,) 1, 
In (111.10) - (IlL 12) , we have used sinO = (1 - p"-)'2 
(IlLIO) 




are interested in the behaviour of the fields u, v, and C[l as p+ 0, we 
mUltiply (IlLIO) and (IILI2) by J.l and fir'st examine the zeroth order 
equations (terms involving ].10). 
(III. lO) 
is 
Wo a o (lII .13) 
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(III .11) ~ iava + 2Qua =!L (IlL 14) a 
(III .12) ~ 
isua va_ 
0 ----- . 
a a 
(IILlS) 
Referring back to (111.9) and comparing the expansion with the 
usual Taylor series expansion of a function, say 1J1, we can regard 
\jIa, 1J1 1 and Yz as the values of the function and its first and second 
derivatives, evaluated at the pole (JJ = 0). Thus (rII .13) impli.es that 
~, (6 = n/2) = 0 for s ~ o. 
Looking now at the first order equations (terms involving jJ.) 
we have: 
(IILlO) ~ iaua - 2QvO 
is 
a 





isul 2vl ier<1>O 
-----+--= a a gh 
From (111.15), we have 
va = isua • 
Substituting this into (III.16) gives: 
1(er - 2S1s) ua = 
is 
a 







0 . (III. IS) 
(III.19) 
(III. 20) 
Equations (111.19) and (111.20) are only consistent if s = 1. Otherwise, 
we must have the trivial solution (ua, va, <1>1) = O. Thus: 
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3 <p' \ 
for s > I, ~' v' 8y ) pole 0 011"21) , , 
fur s 1, t'v' , , '.') Cly pole + 0 is allowed. (11T.2)) 
Equation (III.21) is a familiar result, and is invoked by Holton (1976) 
to produce his forcing function, ~B' 
Proceeding to the second order equations, 
(III. 10) ~ iaul 2wl 
is 
a 
(lIl.ll) ~ ie-v '2 + 2r.u~ - [lua 
(111.12) isu~ 
3v? Vo 
+ ~ +._-a a a 
From (111.18), using (1I1.13), we have 
iSUl 
v = 2 
so that (IIr.23) gives us 
is 
i(o - sQ) ul = - ~2 , a 
whilst (111.17) gives 










Again for consistency therefore, we must have either s 
1P2 = O. So: 
(~ dV' a2~') 3y , ay 3y2 pole + 0 is allowed for s = 2 
for s I- 2 ( :a-,,-,- dV' a2~1) 
dy 
, 
3y ai2 pole o . 
(1n.2'3) 
011.24) 
l.. TTT .2fi) 
(ITl .27) 




Equation (111.29) represents the result we have been seeking, since 
it tells us that for wavenumber one, d2~'loy2 must be zero at the pole. 
Hence, we require the forcing function at the lower boundary to satisfy 
this condHion, and thus we use the form given by (2.39). 
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